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Provost Announces

State of the School
Report

Newhouse
by Peter Jasen
Aft e r seve ral wee ks of
planning, the firs t State of the
School Report will be held on
Thursday, April 19 at I p.m. in
Roo m I I 0. The Report was
annou nced as a se ries of report s,
and Report I focuses on the new
law school building, John Lord
O'Brian Hall . Pro fessor Wade
Newhouse wi th the assistance of
Pro fessor Robert Reis will prese n~
s~ides marking the progress of the
building. Provost Schwartz will
moderate with Assistant Provost
Greiner an d
Dean Mix also
present to answe r qu estions
co n ce rnin g th e. p ro pose d
administration of the new facili ty.
The idea to have such a State

of the School Report evolved out
of the Provost's office in a round
of discussions with several student
re prese nt a t ives. At th ose
discussions it was agreed that the
prese ntation of a repor.t on the
status of the law school, " where
are we now, where are we going,
and how are we going to ge t
there," was needed in addition to
th e in effective Co mmittee
Coffees. It see med that at almost
every Committee ·coffee, which is
an in fo rm al meeting with the
members of a fac ulty committee,
the topic would always end up as

the status of the new building. So
the topic fo r Repor t I was chosen
t o generate grea ter studen t
participation both. in this report
and in the reports to come.
Report I will be an hour long
presentation ~olely on the · new
building. Other t9pics discussed
fo r future Reports include a
report on Freshman curriculum, a
report on clinical programs, and a
report on placement. No decision
has been made ye t as to whether
each of these tentative topics will
be given a full hour on each of the
•following Thu rsdays during the
speake rs hour at 1 p.m.
The Provost welco med the
conce pt of a perm anent annual or
semi-annu al report and intimated
that it is very likely that there will
be some sort of progress report in
the offing once we have moved
into .the new building.
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A.B.A.· SBA Directors Elected; FSRB
Lauds U.B.. Rep Picked; Referenda Held

by E. J. Mandel
Buffalo Law School has
receive d ge nerally favorable
reviews from the inspection team
of the American Bar Association
and the Association of American
Law Schools that visited the
school at the end of October. The
recent report was the result of
extensive discussions, inspections,
and obse rvations made by the
thr ee man inspec tion team
W i 11 i a m
co m po sed
O f
Cunningh am, Dean of the
University of Maryland Law
S ch oo l, Qu intin Johnstone,
Professor of Law, Yale University,
and Lawrence' Newm an, a par tner
in the New York City Jaw fi rm of
Kaye, Scholer, Fie rm an, Hays,
and Handler, who is also a lecturer
at the University of Pennsylvania
Law School.
' The accreditation inspec tion,
the first since 1967, was made at
the same time as the , general
acc reditation inspection made of
all of SUNY /Buffalo by th e
Middle States Association of
Colleges and Secondary Schools.
The report reviewed seven areas of
lhe school, giv ing background In
each area, pointing out strengths
and weaknesses, and mak ing
r eco mm e nd a ti o ns as to
improvement in each area.

by Earl Carrel

st udent immedia tely declined,
saying, " I must, due to th e heavy
pressures of my academic courses,
decline this grea t honor." At least
one vo te was received by 33 other
candidates th ro ugh write-in s.
The F reshmen re-elec ted Laura
Zeise!, Don Lohr and Art Herdzik
to SBA positions and added
Donna Fossum , Bob Gottfried
and Mark Linneman to the roster
of their representatives. These six
we re th e only students whose
na mes were on the ballot.
Thirteen others received writ e-in
vo tes.
One -vacancy on th e Faculty
Student Relations Boa rd was
fi ll ed with David Ham pton
out polling Ju dy Litwa k by a 3 to
I ma rgi n. Once again the win ner
was th e only name on th e ballot.
Vo tes were received by 26
additional students.

On th e ques tion of calendar
reform , 2S3 students vo ted with
only IS supporting th e prese nt
class schedule. The vo te in favo r
of a pre- Labor Day start with
fin als before Christmas was 165 to
46. In favor of an earlier start and
end of Spring se meste r we re 157
st ud ent s with SO opposed.
Studen ts favo red a break of
approximately one wee k between
th e end of classes and the
beginning of finals by a vo te of
177 lo S2.

A good turnout of nearly 300
students went to the polls last
we e k t o e l e c t s tud en t
represe ntatives to the SBA and
the FSRB, and to vote on grading
and calendar re fo rm . Although
there was a good turnout , it was a
typical SBA election with, no
publi c ity , virtu a ll y n o
campaigning and everyone on th e
ballot was elected.
Wes I ey Tay l o r , Nea l
Do bshin sky , R egina Felton,
Due to the vaca tion of the
Lester Sconiers, Peter Jasen and
m e mbe r of t he e lec t io ns
Skip Hun te r were elec ted to
com m i tt ee c h arged wi th
di rectorships by the Junio r Class,
tabulating the resu lts of the
the first four ca ndidates being th e
refe rendum on grading refo rm ,
only names on the ballot and th e
the ballots fo r that vo te have not
latter two winning on Lh e basis of
yet bee n co unted. Results will be
write-in votes. Joe Ge rke n had
posted as soon as they become
bee n elected on the basis of high
avail ahle.
write-in total, but the well-known
fact that the past decade has see n
a tremendous· expansion of the
Law School, the school's facult y
my association with U.B., but th is
was charac terized as ''stro ng."
opportunity in NeW Mexico is
The thirty-four meniber fac ult y,
more th an just teaching. The Jaw
after taking into acco unt joint
school work s very closely with the
appointments and administrative
S!ale legislature and often fac ulty
. positions, was fo und to have a 2 1
me mb ers wo rk on drafting
to one ratio with the studenl s,
legislat ion. This is an area in
with each professo r having
;'. whichlhaveag rea t inl erest."
r Mr: Teitelba um receive d tenu re
bet wee n six to seven class co nt act
~ at U. B. last year. He was on leave
hours per week. While calling the
Law School Administration
fac ult y-studen t r'atio on the high
~ Fall Semester, 1972, duri ng which
The repo rt noted the many side in view of the plans of the
he ~as a Visiting Professor at New
recent, top-level changes in th e law school, the team fo und the
f Mexico.
Law School's Admin istration, and contact l)ours about ave rage fo r
His teaching assignments here
was gene rally praiseful of the most qualit y law schools.
by Earl Carrel
have incl uded Evidence, Famil y
They noted that without an
Law. and a seminar on Juvenile
quality of Administ ration th at is
provided by Provost Richard ex p3llsion of the fac ult y, more
Lee E. Tei telba um, associa te Court s. He has also taught a joint
Sc hw a r tz, Associa te Provos t undergraduate courses within the professor of Ja w al Buffa lo since course in the School of Social
Greiner, and Assistant Dean res t of SUNY /Buffalo should not 1970, h as a nn ou nced h is Policy and Community Services
Marjorie Mix. The report noted be taugh t. Additional evidence of res ignati on from the facu lty on Juveni le Courts.
the ge neral favora ble supp ort the the need fo r more fac ult y was effec tive the end of this academic
Articles in the . Jou rnal of
Administration has received from shown by the fac t that fo ur year. He will take a position on Family Law and the law and
the fac ult y, as well as the fac t that popular courses cont ained ove r the fac ulty of , the Unive rsi ty of Society Review are amo ng his
the alu mni have overcome their 130 student s each.
New Mexico School of Law.
publica tions and in 1972 he
The visitation committee was
A native of Louisiana, Prof. co-a uth ored a book with Vaughan
initial apprehensions about some
of the appointments.
impressed by the many recent T eite lb a um r ece ive d hi s Stapleton, " In Defe nse of Youth :
The AALS-ABA team noted additions to the faculty , and was undergraduate and Jaw deg rees A Study of Lh e Role of Counsel in
that several glaring weaknesses ge n e rally p ra iseful of the from Harvard and his LL.M. from American Juve nile Court s," and
th a t a re prese nt in the cla ss roo m teachin g, ge neral Nor thwestern. Prior to coming to au 1h o red an article, "Some
Administration that result from a caliber, and age spectrum of the Buffa lo. he was a Staff Atto rney Compara tive Aspects of Pre-tria l
lack of manpower. Noting the faculty. However, it was no ted in the Chicago Lawye r Projec t and Seizure in Criminal Cases," 5
increasing difficulty th at law that while the fac ulty pays an Assistant Professor of Law at Revue des Droirs de /'Homme
graduates are facing in their search competitive salaries fo r a school at the University of No rlh Dakota 4 19. He has also bee n appoi nted a
Reporte r fo r the Institute fo r
for jobs, the repo.rt termed the this stage of developmen t, the Law Schoo l.
" It 's bee n a pleasan t learning Judicial Administration of th e
present professional placement lower end of the scale and high
operation as " totally inadequ ate" income tax of New York State expe r ience h e r e , '' says American Bar Association Projec t
and recom mended that steps be make pay adju stme nts desirable, 1,.T
;_:e:,:il:,:e.:;lb;:a:;:u::;m::,,_",:.an::;d:..:,l.:,h:,:a,;,;
ve;..::
en:.:;:i.:,
oy:,;e;.;d;_;o,;,;n.;J,;;u,;,;
ve;.;,n,;,;il.:.
e.:.Ju;;s;.;,t;,;;
ice;;.;,
S;,;
ta;,;nd;;.a~r;;.d;..
s· _~
taken to corr'"ect the situation.
Library
AJso noted as an Administrative
Currently the law library
weakness was the lack of a full
The Fac ult y Co mm ittee on
time director of admi ssions. contains over 166,000 volumes,
Pointing out that the U/B Law and receives 1200 periodicals, Promo ti on and Ten'u re vo ted last
School received 242S appli cations operating on a bud get of ove r Wedn esday. March 28, to
last year, the report recommended $347,000 with a staff of nine reco mme nd Professor Kenneth
D avi d so n fo r
th e hirin g of a full-time professionallibrarians.
Stating that the law school ap poi ntm e nt as
admini st ra tor, so that the
has
bee
n
greatly
im
proved
Pro fessor of Law.
library
attention of the student, fac ulty ,
Acco rdin g t o Universit y
and administrators who now in the past five years, and noting
handle · the admissions operation that the current acquisitions procedures, the case will now be
budge
t
is
S
IS0,000,
the
panel
.
se
nt
to the President 's Review
may be effectively channelled
stated that the acquiring of B oa rd o n App oi ntm e n ts,
elsewhere.
I00,000 back volumes of already Promotion and Tenure on the
pubJished works would be a Main Campus fo r consideration.
Faculty
Continued on Page 3 LJ,.:J:O
;::r~•..o;::n~t•:;:•~•u:::r~e..::;
se:;:e;.i::a::a;:e;..4;:.;·~ )-----_;;;;.;;.;.;;~. .;.;.;;;.,
While taking cognizance of the

Te1•teIbaum .Hea ds west

f

THE OPINION

pa~c tw o

Presidents Corner

Editorial

I suspec t that the SBA owes everyone _an
apology for surprising you by co nfronting you wi th
annu al rites of spring with somewhat less than
Unheralded Hero - Newhouse
adequate notice. The elections and referenda were
There a re always so me unh erald ed heroes never given not intended to surpri se. In fa ct I was rather shocked
th e prope r recogn ition, and altho ugh at first blush a tribute when I discovered that the last issue of The Opinion
to one o f th e key coordina t ors invo lved in th e construction did not have any me ntion of th e elec tion of
th
o f th e n e w Jaw building seems in appropriate considering the upper-class directors, filling of one vacancy on e
rumored endl ess d elays, it is indeed very fitting to commend Faculty-S tudent Relations Boa rd, and the two
referenda.
.
Wade New h o use on his efforts to ge t us ou t to Arnh ~rst
Appare ntl y notice via the bulletin board reaches
be fo re th e Fall. The basis fo r th e co mm e nd a tion becomes only a select few, since by the dead line for filing of
mu ch clearer when one realizes th a t Pro fessor Ne whouse has petitions few were returned. Even after a week's
maintain ed a fu ll teaching schedule, in addit ion to kee ping ex tension there were still vacancies on the ballot.
O'Briai1 Ha ll o n sch edul e. Ne whouse will be pa rticipating in
With al l this in mind, we prepared fo r a typical
th e Sta te of the Sch ool Re port o n Thursday, April 19th , I SBA low voter turn out elec tion. Appare nlly that
pm in Roo m I IO wh e re the foc us will be o n the ne w prediction was inco rrec t, probably par tially due to
bu ildi ng. We urge you to attend , as mu ch to see Professor the import ance of the refe renda (which we re
Ne wh o u se in ac ti on as to glea n the info rma tion to be made co ncerned with proposed calendar and grading
availab le.
-P. J. reforms) and the return to the two-day balloting
~ - - - - -- -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - t procedu re which was abandoned las t year. Since this
article was written during the election it is not
possible 10 state exactly how many of us
Volume 13, Number 9
participated;
howeVer, there is little doubt that the
Apri l 5, 1973
turn out should have bee n roughly twice that of
Busin ess Manager - Chris tophe r G ree ne
recent elections.
Editor-in-Ch ief - Kay Latona
Photography Editor - Chris tophe r Belling
Assistan t Editor - John Levi
The large turn out indica tes that there is student
Art icles & Feature Editor - Ea rl Carrel
Managing Editor - Peter Jasen
interest in proposed reform in the areas of grading
and calendar. Hopefully armed with the results of
Staff - 0110 Matsc h , Dian ne Graebne r, E. J. Mandel, Doug Robens, Kay .
the rCferenda, we will be able to confront the faculty
Wiglil, S. Hunt er, Frank Buffomantc, Dave Schubel, Mal l GreenblJ. 11.
wi th what is an ac tu al representative consensus of
The Opinion is published every third wee k , excep 1 for vacat ions, during the
student opin ion and discti ss possible reform. Change
re gu lar academic year. 11 is the stu den t newspaper of the Sta te University
will not occ ur overnight , it will only come afte r
of New York a t Buffalo School of Law, 77 West Eagle Street , Buffa lo , New
ex tensive resea rch and care ful analysis is completed.
York 14202 . The views exp res!tCd in this pape r are not necessarily those of
Ce rtainly it should be rea lized that the shift to the
th e Editorial Board or s taff of The Opinion. Th e Opinion is a non-profit
o rganiza tion . Th ird Class postage en te red a t Bu ffalo, New York .
Amherst campus makes the adoption of an early
start /sto p ca lendar difficult , if not to tally impossible
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OPINION

Now that President Nixon has more or less ended
American in volvement in Viet nam , the peripheral issues are
being foc used upon, th e two most actively disc ussed being
whe ther amnesty should be grant ed dese rters and /or drafl
dodgers and whether the Uni led States should po ur money
into Hanoi's coffers for rebuilding that regime's war
mac hine. Public opinion see ms div ide·d pretty much along
the same lines as opinion on rh e war itself.
No co nve ntional solution to these problems see ms
ab le 10 sa tisfy very many people. and some sOlutions, such
as a blan~et amnesty. wou ld probably tend to polarize
socie ty more th an bring people toge ther. What is needed is
an un co nvent ional solution to this unconventi onal
problem. one that will please alm os t ever yone. Having
posed the prob lem I naturall y. have the solution.
II is necessary first to iden 1ify th e nature of th e
problems. As far as giving money to Hanoi goes, it should
be noted that the tout ed figure of $2.5 billion is grea ter
than all the aid given to Japan aft er World War II , that
Japa n then had 3.5 times the popula t'ion thal North
Viet nam has now , and that Ja pan was mu ch more severely
bomb ed than North Vit tn am was. It must al so be noted
that after WW II we gave aid to Japan and German y to
help th em rebuild only after rheir im perialistic
governments had been des troyed and replaced with
democra tic gove rnmen ts friendly 10 th e United States and
wi1hout military designs on thei r neighbors. The $2.5
billion is in fact a bribe intended to encourage I-lana i's
dictat ors to abide by the peace trea ty. Of cou rse. it won't
work - they are noi go ing to stop trying to conquer
Indochina aft e r 25 yea rs of war fo r a few billion doll ars.
The problem therefo re is how to encou rage the No rth
Vietnamese ru lers to be peaceful. and to find a feas ible
met hod of implement ing the enco ur age ment.
The 'noti on of simply lh row ing money al any
problem wit h th e firm co nvictiog th at it will therefo re
di sa ppear is a stan dard m~ode,rn American approach. I1
usuall y does· no t work , but the country is so rich that th e
gene ral reaction is to th.row, more . This cou ld be desc ribed
as being ca used by th e mercantile, money-orie nt ed outlook
of capitalistic-pig ArTlerika , or tltat we are all bli nded to
th e finer th ings in life and use money to try to solve
problems that can' t be solved wi th money because we are
afraid of becoming involved· and prefer to remain
impersonal. or any number of o ther answer's. The fac t
remains that not all problems can be solved by money, and
the problem of ge tting the Hanoi regime to be peaceful is
one of them.
The second problem is how Lil deal with the

dese rters (this term will be used here to include draft
dodgers). There are about 7,000 to 10,000 of them ,
mostly in Canada . (Sweden says it has 602 of them .) To
gran t them amnesty would mean to forgive them of their
crimes, to let bygones be bygones, to allow them to return
to America without criminal penalties for dese rtion. The
mural implica tions of amn es ty are that the grantor, in his
generosity , recognizes that th e gra ntee was in the Wrong
when he did his fou l deed, whatever it was, but that th e
granter is now willing to forego punishing the grantee. The
gra ntee on his par t recognizes th at he erred in the past. In
shor t, amnes ty means th al the grantor was morally right all
along and th e gra nt ee was morally wrong,
But with these deserters there has been a moral
inversion:. No reporter has yet found , among the hundreds
of dese rt ers who have been interviewed, a single one who
said he dese rted for any reasons other than the heinous
immoralit y of America n involvemen t in the war. None said
they dese rted beca use they were cowards, or criminals, or
were .,;ommunists, or misfit s. or were themselves immoral.
Or so they said .. in all tho se tear-jerking articles abou t the
forced exile of. Ame rica's fin est Yo uth. Almost
unanimousiy th e dese rt e rs have said theY do not want
am nes ty because they do not want to be forg iven, and
thCy do ito t want lo be forgiven because they feel lhey
have done nothing wro ng. They say they -were morally in
the right , and that everyone else was immo'ral, especially
Lyndon John son, the Peace Candidat e. Some have
con descended t o forg iving America, others have said they
prefer to live in Ca nada. and will never return to bru tish,
piggish, war- monge rin g. raci st. imperialist, ignorant,
inse nsitive. un cultured , nasty ol' Amerik a. The problem
really is how, in relationship to the dese rters, to resolve the
contli ct between a self-righteous sliver of society that feels
Ameri ca is Am erika. a basicall y immoral coun try.
especially in ' it s Camelot-in spired involve ment in Vietna m,
inhabited and ruled by red-necked, hard-hatted fascis tic
barbarians, as op posed to th e rest of us, who th ink that th e
coun try is basically moral and inhabited by basically good
folk.
'

next year despite what is expected to be strong
stu den t support. Similarly, if there are to be changes
in the grading structure, it requires more than the
approval of the facu lty.
No doubt many of you have wondered if there
reall y is an SBA Social Committee. While it may
have appeared that there wasn't a functioning
committee this se mester, I ca n honestly report that
nothin g could be further from the truth. Committee
chai rm an John Anderson planned a number of
events for this se mester. Unfortunately we have
experie nced co nsiderable difficulty in having funds
released from our disbursing agent. We hope all those
problems have been eliminated by now and another
affai r is schedul ed for the Eagle St. loun!;< on the
morrow .
. Problems in funding th is year are going to see m
minimal compared with the ones we are anticipating
for nex t year. SBA is required to file a tentative
budget with the University before it can collect our
fees in the fall. That budget is due in a matter of
weeks. It is therefore necessary that eve ry
organization that is planning to request money nex t
year file a tentative budget with Hugh Scott by
Monday, April I 6. Any organizations who fail to file
by that date can not and will not be considered for
funding in the fall. If any organization is
encountering any diffi culty com plying with this
directive, please speak with either Hugh Scott or me.

3 grateful regime fo r
their heroic resistance to whatever they imagine they
'resisted. Also, by sending these noble spirits to Hanoi,
Am eri ca will avoid its normal practice of trying to b,uy its
way out of every jam instead of be·coming personall y
involved. Instead of just sending the poor darlings in North
Vietnam a mere bundle of filthy lucre we will be sending
them our fine st young men . What grea ter sacrifice could
America make than that? What could be fi ner, nobler,
more liberal? •
This solution sat isfies all protagonists on all sides of
the issue. The dese rters wil l be happy because they will be
vindicated , while socie ty al large will be happy because the
deserters have not bee n forg iv en. Those who are opposed
to aiding the Hanoi junta will be sa tisfied because Hano i
can make little use of the dese rte rs for aggression on
imperi alism. Those wh9 favo r aiding Hanoi will be happy
because we have sen t them something more valuable than
mere money. And the self.righteous haters of Amerika will
be pleased by the recognition of the deserters as the cre am
of' America's fine st young men. Best of all, peace will
su rely co me to Indochina as tl1e kindly and gentl e
de se rt ers spread the gojpel of peace to the war-wea ry
peo ple of North Vietnain .and demonstrate by example of
their own moral superiority over the rest of us.
be ap preciated and vindicated by

UP YOURS, PHIL

J

Except for an unce rtain number still held for future
ran som demand s, all of the POWs are back, and their taJes
of horror are beginning to be heard . TheY tell of torture,
murder, starvat ion and other forms of maltreatment at the
hands of their communist cap tors. One returned POW has
fo rmall y requested th at the Un ited States charge North
Vietn am with wa r crimes and violations of international
law.
Our .domestic appease ment lobby has not been hea rd
from lately ,conce rning the POWs. (Oh, blessed silence.)
Possibly this is because some of the returning prisoners
have acc used th em of prolonging the war. probably
With this clea r percept ion of the basic confli ct a because many of the appeasers silently agree with Father
solution to the problem which sa tisfies everyone becomes Philip Berrigan.
apparent :
Berrigan, th e out spoken saint, has broken the silence
Amnesty should not be granted to dese rt ers and of the appe ase ment clique and further exposed himself and
money should not be given to Hanoi . The dese rters do 11 0 1 the rest of that coterie as traitors to humanity. In sermons
want to be fo rgiven and most people do not wa nt to lo the fai thful Berrigan has denounced the POWs as war
fo.rgive them. The deser ters want vindication, which criminals and otherwise indicated his dislike for them.
cannot be achieved via amnesty. The right solution is to
. It is difficult to express any reaction to Berrigan 's
ship the deserters lo Hanoi to help the regime t.ilerc in hate1ul sta temen ts o ther ,than disgust, and my printab le
rebuild ing their so rry coun try . In North Vietnam they can rejoinder lo his bile is short: ''Shove it, creep."
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Morgan Heads New
Law Review Editors

Student.Leads Franklin Fight
The controversy surrounding
the denial of reappointment for
Professor Mitchell Franklin,
whose Philosophy of Law course
is consistently popular here
despite the absence of material

A new Board of Editors ·has
been chosen by the Buffalo law
Review. In a meeting over the
Spring vacation, the 1972-73
Board, headed by David Sands,

Vince

value for the bar exam, continues

Morgan as the Editor-in-Chief for
the 1973-74 volume of the law
review • In addition, Michele

Editor-in-Chief,

picked

to muddle uncertainly . The
President's office of SUNY /B has
resubmitted its original request

Heffernan
has been named
Managing ·Editor. The rest of the
new editorial staff includes:
George Neidich and Mark
Fink~Jstein, Articles Editors; reviews. I think this year we can York State as contemporary
Philip Levine and James Clute, identify the perimeters of our problems of value which students
Research Editors; Carl Reynolds, endeavor: look for law-related intiated.
Technical Editor; Terry Difilippo, articles from people outside the
De s pi I e
I he
weigh I y
Sue Ginsberg, and Barry Taub, profession; solicit 'thought papers' importance and grueling demands
Case and Comment Editor,; and - unresearched but carefully of the work lhey do , the students
Donald Conover, Business Editor. considered ideas on problems; and of the law review retain a wit and
The , first duties of the new foster mo re interplay between camaraderie rarely found among
Editorial Board will be to . student ideas and professional · Buffalo Jaw students, Contrary to
the stereotype of pinstriped
supervise the annual essay work.''
competition which will determine
Shelly Heffernan, the Managing dullards, all 24 going on 40, the
which of this semester's freshmen Editor-designate, elabora ted on new Board of Editors mixes
and - women will be next year 's these themes."Whileweintendto humor into the checking of.
candidates. In the next few weeks, ·continue to increase our stand ards footnotes. Soon freshmen will
freshpeople will be encouraged to of quality , we intend to explore have an opportunity to join their
enter the competition and join the new are as, ask new questions. The ranks . They deserve your
review.
name of a con tributor is always consideration .
·
Vince Morgan, the new important ~ you know a n ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - '
Editor-in-Chief, stre sses the established person will have
possibilities for expansion of the something lo say - but the ideas
l aw review. '"We ' ve been presented are the essence of any
improving every year, getting contribution." Asked abou t the
better articles and attracting more freedom afforded the students on
imp'ortant contributors. Now is the review to explore their own
Mr. Mandel has quite properly
the lime for the review to take ideas, she commented, 0 We want stressed e lem e nts uf the
off; we can take current issues our staff to deveJop their own ABA-AALS report which are of
which haven't been discussed and ideas and fields of interesl. Most special interest to the student
analyzed in relevant ways, and candidates ha~•
difficulty body, and I have only a few
develop val\lable insis}tts into ini.tiating vah!able_ rc;:se;i. rch topics comments to add .
them which will help professionals in the first semester;. then we Law Student Administration - We
both in law and elsewhere." assign topics or cases. But we look are working hard to secure staff
Morgan pointed out that "big for students who will be able to for placement, alumni relations,
fla mes" don ' t always mean gocid contribUte as ,much as possible." ,and admissionS1• We are preparing
contributions. "We want to She pointed to work by new a new budget request which
eliminate the mediocrity and editors in the fields of Indian legal include s positions for a placement
stodgine ss that pervades all law· problems and land reform in New officer, and an admissions officer,

for extension of Professor
Franlclin 's waiver of mandatory r
retirement, but pending new word !_
from
Albany , rumors have
DiFilippo
replaced facts.
Junior Terry Difilippo, a dual Franklin and pursuing twO
degree candidate in Philosophy postgraduate degrees, DiF ilippo
and Law, h,as led the campaign for was recently named a Case and
renewal of Professor Franklin 's Comment Edi tor for the 1973-4
reappointment. In his role as a Jaw Buffalo law Review.
studen t and a Graduate Student
Difilippo is hopeful tha1 some
Association Senator, he spoke kind of co mp romise can be
with the President about the effected to reconcile the need for
massive st udent ou tcry against mandatory retirement with the
terminating Dr. Franklin's exceptional case of Mitchell
appoi ntm ent,
and
was Franklin . Possibilities which have
instrumental in sending to the been
mentioned
include
Office of the Cha ncellor in re appointing Professor Franklin
A) b a n y
a
pack e I of for one semester . and granting him
recommendation s, including Emeritus status. In the meantime ,
letters of su.pport from the GSA the career of a professor who is
and the SBA . In additio n to generally conside red to be unique
championing the ·cause of Dr. hangs in the balance.
-'--....!---''----'-------.:;__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
A relatively tight State University total faculty time . Only five
budget, coupled with some faculty
member s Laught
administrative and collective undergraduate or graduate courses
bargaining problems regarding the outside the J .D. progcam during
s t at u s and classification of the 1972-3 year, and no one of
non-teaching professionals may them devoted no more than a
hampe r our effor ts in this regard . quarter of his time to that effort.
Faculty - We will nol be able 19 . Library - . The Library has been
expand our und ergradua·te allocated · sub"stiniial additional
offerin gs without an increase in staff for 1973-4, and many of the
faculty . Indeed we may have to problems in the library will be
contract our offerings slighlly resolved by the availability of
next ,yea r.• Although many J.D. space in th e John Lord O'Brian
students are concerned about this bUilding.
"drain" on our faculty , it is in Cuniculum ·_ We are' ca refu lly
fact a very sma ll claim on the , Continued 011 page J 2

Deon Comments
on A.B.A. Report

other activities. The commi t tee noted high
support is high .
The committee concluded its student participation in the formation of
discussion of the studies at the Law School law school policy , extensive representation
by recommending additional required on committees, and wide range uf
Conti11ued from Page ·1
writing courses as well as the institution of extra-curricular offerings.
The report did mention that many
significant step that could bring tl1e• a mandatory moot court compet ition.
students are vf! ry badly finan cially pressed,
U/B Law Library into the ranks of
and their academics could be seriou sly
Student Body
excellent law school libraries.
The class of 1975, 202 strong, with a injured by the needed outside work,
Impressed with the educational
especially
if they we re marginally
of
2.8
and
median
grade
point
average
background of the professional staff,
despite its relative inexperience, ,the median LSAT score of 606 is part of a academic. Further. ii was suggested that a
commit tee recommended the hiring of a student body that has expanded from 430 grea ter emphasis on recruitment al
professional reference librarian, as well aS a to 620 studen ts in the past five years. undergraduate institutions would enhance
new acquisitions librarian and · chief Anticipating the move to the new Amherst a greater diversity of student body. Finally,
cataloguer, plus additional nonprofessional faciiitles in September, 1973 , the the committee recomme nded a top scholar
committee sees an enrollment of between program, such as that at NYU , which has
supporting staff.
The working relationship between the 800-900 in a few years. The committee the Root-Tilden program that att rac ts top
University Librarian and Law Librarian was noted that the current law student body student tale nt through large grants. The
praised, although that it was noted that a con tains 90 minority stude nts, mainly purpo se of such a program would be
new University Librarian has been Black Americans, and 65 ,women, both up threefold : it would attract high caliber
appointed. Further, the report noted that sharply from five years ago. Almost half faculty , add to the academic strength of
the law school could be severely the student body comes from downstate the student body, and "would help remove
handicapped if it loses effective control of New York , again representing a dramatic the somewhat defensive attitude of the
change from five years ago.
student s as to their abilities."
its own library.
The committee discussed at length the
Physical Facilities
minority admissions program, whereby
Curriculum
Noting
the
present
Eagle
After exami ning the course of study thirty-five places are held for students who
Street-Prudential
complex as grossly
meet
the
program's
requirements,
noting
offered, which culminates in the l .D.
degree , the law school's only degree, and that admission standards are different for inadequate, and hopelessly overcrowded,
the committee praised the work of
the grading system, as well as the success of these st udents from demonstrably
Professor Wade J. Newhouse who has
U/B graduates on the New York bar, the e ducationally and economically
devoted the last eight years to the design of
disadvantaged
background.
When
the
visiting committee concluded that a sound
the new John Lord O'Brian Hall. Calling
professional program of traditional law students ' do not pass the program's
the new building one of the finest law
courses was available. They also concluded automatic admissions standards (3.5 GPA
buildings in the. country, the committee
that significant strides had been made in or 550 LSAT) , the Minority Affairs
found the $9,000,000 investment a
Program
Committee
is
charged
with
the va.riety of electives, interdisciplinary,
determining whether that person should be hopeful indication that the stale in.tends lo
and clinical programs offered.
support the school in a way that will
Highly commending the join I degree admitted on the basis of his improvement
enable ii to use all its facilities available in
programs offered in conjunction with ~ther in undergraduate grades, and the student's
the new Amherst quarters of U/B Law
attitude
about
educational
success.
SUNY/Buffalo Faculties, the committee
The commission concluded that the School.
noted that the activist nature of the clinical
student body is in satisfactory condition
prognma in the community may cr~ate a
Concluaiom
after extensive discussion with students,
pubUc relations risk of adverse reactmn . to
Finding the law school in full
the school when its need for commuruty the Student Bar Association, and various

ABA LaudsUB

compliance with the crite ria of the
Assoc iation of America n Law Schools, th e
committee found that the school is "well
established and educationally sound
with ·one of the most promisin g futures of
any law school in the United States.''
Comparing it favo rably to most of the state
)aw schools in America, the committee
noted that there is "a serious question ,
however, as to whether or no t it will realize
it s full potential and in scholarship .
professional training, and community
service become one of the half doze n or so
top law schools in the United States."
Noting that U/B Law School is the
state law school in one of the nation's most
populous states, the group sta ted that few
established American law schools have a
chance to move ahead dramatically but
that "the law school al Buffalo is an
exception to this ."
The primary fac tor , reported the
group , in whether the SUNY /Buffalo
Faculty of Law and Jurisprudence realizes
this great potential depends in large part on
the university administration, both in
Buffalo, and Albany . The committee stated
that the amount of money to make SUNY
law school reach its full potential is
modest.
The · committee concluded by stating
that the move to the new Amherst facilities
will provide a new attitude of the student
and faculty, helping them overcome the
apologetic and defensive attitudes that
some hold about themselves and the school
as being provincial and second-rate. The
new building, plus the new attitude, u well
as the needed additional monies, could
make Buffalo Law School in the
committee's words, "one of the nation's
out1tuding law schools." ,
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GAY SERVICES
DESTROYED

CENTER center, as no insurance company
would insure a gay organization.

On March 23 a fire totally Furniture is needed.
destroyed Buffalo's Gay Services
Mail contributions to:
Center . Gay Law Students was one
FIRE FUND
or the organizations which used the
Mallachine Society of the
facililies of the Cen ter, which was Niagara Frontier
operated by Mallachine Society.
P.O. Box 975 Ellicoll Station
Money is sorely needed for
Buffalo, New York 14205
furnishing and equipping a new or given to Bob Brosius, .
Chairperson of Gay Law Students.

Amtowaea

SCHNITZENTHALER v. ROSE
(2 New York Emergency Court 35/;
Walter Widewait e, Presiding Justice}
Plain(iff Rudolf B. Schnit zenlhaler is a professor of New York
Law at the Grime town Law Si.:hool. Defendant is an ers twhile st udent
there who dropped out of school 10 promote a " bar refresher course"
created by SURE- FIRE, Inc., a New York corporation.
In the spring semes ter of 1975 the plaintiff sought a "class
injunction" aga inst Miss Rose. allegedly on behalf of his en tire senior
class in New Yock Law, to prohib it Miss Rose or any .othef agtnts of
her employer, SURE-FIRE. Inc., from using- •ihe premises of the
Grime1uw n Law School for tlJe ir- pre-- r'eCo rded "tape" review sessions.
In pe titioning thclOwer cour t for h.is original restraining order
against the bar reView sponsors, Prof. Schnitzenthaler cont ended th at
his o~n - course provided more than enough · information for his
studen ts to pass 1he bar exam, and th at taking the SURE-FIRE

prograrn was a --wasie of time and money ... Plaintiff pointed out that
manY seniors had been ''lulled in10 a false se nse of compl ace ncy" by
SURE-FIRE"s guarantee to refund the $500.00 fee to any subscri ber
who failed th e bar exam . He submiu ed a sworn affidavit thal he had
observed a num ber of his students gu so far as 10 doze off during the
course of his lec tu res. in spite of 1hc fact that all his lec tures arc
crammed full of necessary and interes ting legal doctrine and arc
li berally sp rinkled with humorous anecdotes and comments.
Plaintiff· al.leges that 1he proximate cause of th e drop-off in
student attentiveness in his class is 1he fal se hopes held out by
SURE-FIRE , Im:. , and the assiduous pr'omotion effort of Miss Rose
and her co-worke rs.
Plaintiff insis1s tha1 his cause of ac lion should lake the fo rm of a
class ac tion , because the future fortunes of his entire class of 200
seniors are al slake.
Defendant interpo sed a mot ion to dismi ss th e action under
CPLR 32 1 l(a)B. attacking the method of se rvice used by the plaintiff.
Defendant Dolly Rose un Feb. 15, 19 73 was giv ing an outdoo rs
sales talk on th e ca mpus of Sun splash University in Arizona. She was
ex,horling members of 1he ,se nior class of rhc law school ·there to bi.Jy
SURE-FIRE"s review program. Suddenly a helicopter appeared in the
bJue skies above, and the next thing Miss Rose and the others knew a
shower of paper leaflets· descen'ded upon them . Curious lo know the
message of th e mysterious mi ssives, Miss Rose picked one up and read
ii. It turned out 10 be a summ ons and comp laint in the present action .
Although ~he summ ons named a '·Rosie Doll" as the defendant, and
this was urged by defend ant's coun sel as a fata l defec t of the
summons, this court chooses to overlook this inversion and lo
·
charat.:1erize it as a me re case of idem sonans.
Meanwhile, back at th e Grimetuwn Law Sd1ool , the
plaint iff-professor. in another bold move. secured a court order in
conjunction with his initial injunclion against the tape review
company , which authorized sherifrs dcp uli cs to :111ach any and all
" tapes" of SURE-Fl RE which mi ght b..: fo und un the premises of the
law schoo l.
At 7 p.m. on th e morning of February IS, 1973, a squad of
sheriff's deputies staged wha t amounted tu a lightning raid of the
studen1 locker room at the Law School. Showing a search warrant to a
burl y custodian, they bowled him over and proceeded to pry open
student lockers looki ng for th e bar review .. tapes." Two SURE-FIKE
1apes, one on Admiralty Law and another on Pre-Neanderthal Law
were uncovered by the law enforce men t officers. and confi scated by
~ em.
·
The basic qu es tion of law presented by this suit is whether an
..:minen l academ.i c aut horit y 0 11 New York Law. such as th e plaintiff
undoubtedly is, can prevail in a proceed ing on bclrnlf of his pupils to
oust a " pre-recorded conglomeralion of lec turers," as described in
plainli frs brief, from the prem ises of the law school buil di ng where
plaintiff holds sway. in dCciding this matter, we must reslrn in our own
sympathies toward the young, attractive defend uni, and judge the
maller solely on 1he merits.
In regard to th e fi rst issue , we hold that the manner of se rvice.
though novel and unprecedented , ough t to be allowed . It is about time
tj!;U- the stuffy confines of the CPLR as to permitted methods of
se rvice , were breached. Service by helicopter is a modern device
worthy of incorpora tion il;Ho the CPLR and wq arc indebted lo the
plainl iff for blazing th e trail for us in this important aspect of dvil
procedure. However, as to the manner of altaching the tapes"
secre ted in studen t lockers, we agree with coun sel fo r the defendant,
Mr. Herman Weiss, that defendant's 4th Amendment rights were
violated. The sheriff deputy raid was an impermissible incursion into
the privacy of defendant and her employer-corporation. The
confiscated Admiralty and Pre-Neanderthal tapes will therefort have to
be ·returned to the defendant.
,
In the interests of justice, we believe this case ought to be
remanded to the lower court for a rehearing. So ordered.
.
.• , , r , 1 , Lucius Q. P!ldd/efost
. . ... - ··. - • - - • Court Reporter
0

Law Review Honors Barry -Bassis
In what was hailed as a
tradition-breaking

event,

the

· Buffalo Law Review held its
annual banquet Friday, March 16,
1973, al the Lakeview Hotel,
Lakeview, N.Y. The event
officially marked the installment
of the Review's newly elected
Board of Editors and Senior
Members. (See article on page 3
of this issue .) Rejecting the
typical banquet bill of fare and
dispensing with a post-meal
speaker, those in attendance
sam pled the renowned Lakeview
smo rgasbord and danced to the
music of the rock group, Waves.
An unexpected terpsichorean
treat came when several uniqu e
ste ps were demonstrated by
Shelly Repp.
Banqu e t gues t s incJuded
Provost and Mrs. Richard
Schwartz, many members of the
law faculty, and seve ral former
R eview editors now engaged in
private prac tice.

The highlight of the evening frequent subject of praise by his
was the presentation of the first colleagues.

Charles W. Webster Memorial
Award to senior Barry Bassis.
Professor Webster, associated with
the Law School in the early
t950's, was instrumental in
inaugurating the Buffalo ·Law
Review and advising its first
editorial staff. His activities on
behalf of the Review were
described by Professor and former
Dean, Jacob Hyman, as a "labor
of love." Understanding this
characterization of his efforts, the
Review has memorialized
Professor Webster in an award
given by the membership to honor
outstanding contribution and
service by a se nior staff member.
The award's inscription reads:
" With admiring appreciation for
singular dedication and devoted
effort in the service of the
Review." Recipient Bassis, who
served as Research Editor during
the past year, has been tht:

In other ceremonies, former
Editor-In-Chief, David Sands, was
presented with an engraved desk
set by the members of the
outgoing Board of Editors. He
also received a paddleball racquet
from the new Board. Vincent
Morgan, current Editor-in-Chief,
explained that encouraging the
athletic activity was the only way
to get David out of the o'ffice. In a
confidential interview with this
reporter, Sands confided that he
mistook the gift as a snowshoe, to
replace the one he lost on
Franklin Street during the
November blizzard.
Nevertheless, aU in attendance
at the banquet conceded that it
was a most successful and
enjoyable affair. As one member
put it, " You know you 've made a
hit when a certain highJy-.-egarded
tax professor stays until one
o'clock in the morning!"

Promot·1on fl Ten Ure

1--!=====---------'--''---'----=---::::=c--------"---by Ian deWaal
of Trustees" are subsumed under the heading
"Procedure for Academic Promotion." The
guidelines mandate a consideration of a professor's
mastery of subject matter, effectiveness in teaching,
scholarly ability, effectiveness of University ·service,
continuing growth and length of•service, though no
minimum is required.
Promotion of a faculty mem9er, must be
approved by a majority of those members on the
Promotion and Tenure Committee who have a higher
faculty rank than the curre nt rank of the' candidate
undCr consicleration. The granting of tenure must be
approved by a majority , of all members of the
frOnJOtion and T~nure. Committ.ee. :I'h~.Comroiltee
which repor ts to the President of the University is
com posed of the Dean who serves as chairman and
all members of the Faculty having tenure.
All recommendations for promotion and tenure
are reviewed by the campus President before being
forwarded to the Chancellor of lhe Slate University
for final decision.
Now the scheme of promotion gets complicated.
There arc a number of ways that an instructor can be
promoted or rehired. The iniUal appointment of a
facu lty member is most often for two or three years.
Aft er the first year of a two-year appointment or the
second year of a three-year appointment, the
instructor must receive notification as to whether lie
will be re appointed. promoted or dismissed after the
lasl year.
An Assistant Professor automaticalty gets tenure
after servi ng seve n years on the Faculty. An
Associate Professo r, howeve r, can only receive one
three-year term appointment. After that, tenure
must be granted or he will be dismissed. Therefore, if
an Assistant Professor is given an original three-year
term appointment, followed by a three-year term
appointment as an Associate Professor, he must be
given notice after his fifth year on the Faculty
whether he will be given tenure. If tenure isn't
granted, he has a year to seek alternate employment
nt ano the r school.
If an Assista nt Professor is granted an initial
three-year term appointment, fo llowed by a second
three-year term appointment, if a third three-year
appointment is forthcoming, he will automatically
receive tenure. However,hecan lose his appointment
after the second term if so decided by the
Co1nmit1 ee.

Often confusing, more often unkn own, the
hiring and promotion practices of a university do no t
usually co me under sc rutiny until a favorit_e
· professor is dismissed or denied tenure . Yet, both
the hiring and promotion criteria for the Faculty of
Law and Jurisprudence are clearly outlined in the
Faculty"s bylaws and in the "'Policies of the Board of
Trustees" of the State University of New York.
Appointments to the School 's faculty are
co nsidered by th e standing committee on
appoin tments ·which is chartered •by the bylaws .of
th e Facult y. Membership of the committee consists
of the Dean, ex officio; four faculty members
elec ted annua lly for one year ternis by th~ facµl\y at.
large; and thr..:e studen ts selected by the Student Bar
Association .
Three sub-com miuees do mu.ch. of the l,egwork
of the Appointments Committee : Subcommittee on
Minority Appointments; Subcommittee on Women
Appointments and th e Subcommittee on Ten.
The subcommitlees On Minority and Women
Appointments actively recruit professors in their
ca tegories by reviewing the law teachers directory,
co ntaclin g acquaintances and membe rs of other
facultie s. and interviewing at the annual convention
of the Association of American Law Schools
(AALS) . Th e Subcommittee on Women
Appointments additionally sought aid from th e
Committee on Equality of Opportunity for Women
in the Legal Profession {AALS) and is currently
awaiting publication of a ''Women Lawyers;
Supplementary Data lo the I971 Lawyer Statistical
Report" by 1he Ame rican Bar Association.
The Subcommittee on Ten is considering only
those ten appo intments lo be made during the
co ming yea rs which are slated for persons of joint
law and social science compe tence. No active
recruiting is done by this Subcommittee. Rather 1 it
considers • only paper files submitt ed by the
Appointments Committee as a whole .
After the deliberations of the Appointments
Committee are complete, th e names of successful
ca nd ida tes arc forwarded to th e faculty for approval.
Two thirds of !he full vot,ing. fa culty mu sl vote
favorably before a name is forwarded to the
adminis lration of the University for appointment.
Once a professo r has bee n appointed he has a
" term appointment. " He now enters the secon d
phase of his' eva luation procedures. This matt.er is in
the province of the Co mmittee on Promotion and
Tenure. Under this committeC is the Subcommittee
on Visiting Com mittees which appoints Visiting
Committees for each faculty member which sil
co ntinuously .
Consisting of three tenured faculty members
and two students each, the Visiting Committees are
responsible for visiting classes, evaluating teaching
and bringing together materials on the candidate.
· Currently, of seven Visiting Committees, only three
have their full complement of student
repre~ntalion.
The guidelines for promotion end lenure
outlined-in• Article XII of the "Policies of the Board

Once an Associate Professor has been granted
tenure. his position will be secure and he may be
promoted to full Professor at any lime.
Finaily, the Board of Trustees hu determined
that a mandatory retirement age of 70 be
implemented. Article XV of the "Policies of the
Board ofTrustees" states that the appointments of
faculty members reaching the mandatory retin:menl
age m~y be. renewed annually for one-year ·terms
upon approval of the Chancellor and the Board of
Trustees.
Such Is the "statutorily" defined life and dea~
of a Law School facuky me1J1ber.
., ·

.___... . . . ---------------..-!c________________________________________________,_
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Letter From President Grid~ey
instruction given competently by fellow
The year l 973 has already proved itself to be a practitioners with demonstrated proficiency in their
year of promise for the Law School: expectations of fields. Nevertheless, the law school continues as the
occupancy of the new building on the Amherst fountainhead of serious learning where the same
Campus are rapidly approaching reality; our Law subjects appropriately may be studied in greater
School continues to gain prestige as recent depth and with more academic thoroughness. Our
accreditation moves it among the nation's top law school has assumed such a role and may be
schools. The student body is expanding in numbers, .expected to continue to do so, and to expand
talent, and geographical distribution throughout the programs valuable to the practitioner, provided the
country. Against this backdrop, the Law Alumni school is informed of the practitioner's need s.
Association cannot help but assume a more
Finally, it is the student body which most needs
important role in its service to the profession, and and desires contact with the active bar. In a short
properly this service would appear to be a stronger three years, the student's concern rapidly shifts from
liaison between the graduate practicing lawyer and mastering the subjects presented to him, passing the
his law school.
bar examination, and finally , job placement. In all
The Faculty Or Law and Jurisprudence wants too short a time, he is expected to become steeped
and needs to know the reaction of the practicing bar in the law I but in that time he has minimal exposure
to its curriculum and ultimately its finished product. to the realities of practice. Over the years, the merits
The accusation of ivory tower disinterest can be of legal internship have been hotly debated, but the
leveled at both camps, if neither makes an effort to conclusion remains that yesterday's student is
maintain effective lines of communicati0n and to today's lawyer with all the indicia of competence
exchange information relevant to each of them. That and good judgment which the public is entitled to
the law is not static is a truism, but the changes expect. Historically, the first year or two after
represented by new statutory and case law, to which graduation is looked at by mo st lawyers as
the classroom is very receptive , nevertheless may be internship, but the students themselves have
slowly absorbed in practice because seldom, if ever, recognized the need for exposure to the vicissitudes
does the law tum its back on what has gone before. of practice before they enter it. In this respect, wi 1 h
The Faculty needs and values a continuing dialogue faculty help , they have become se riously and
with the practitioner as to the proper thru st of the effectively engaged in clinical programs during law
academic program which· they conduct.
school , primarily giving aid to the indigent. These are
The practitioner, on the other hand , must value highly commendable programs , serving the needs of
the academic and scholarly input which can come the indigent client, the community, and the student
only from places of higher learning . A busy practice whi;, gains valuable clinical experience. It is in this
suffers from inevitable specialization, whether by area that the practitione r can be of particular help to
choice or by chance, and the demands on one's time the student by giving of his advice and the benefit of
se ldom permit a thorough or enlightened his experience when asked.
It is the objecrive of your Alumni Associa tion to
examination of new developments outside one's own
area of interest. The infusion of new concepts on a maintain the bridge between your school and its
regular, continuing and reliable basis must come graduates. Through your board of directors, that
through the law schoolt to its students, who bring should mean a fruitful relationship between the
new knowledge and fresh ideas to the profession faculty and students on one hand, and the practicing
annually as graduates. As in any endeavor, a lawyers on the other. The Associa tion lends financial
continuing supply of intelligent , well-trained new support, to a modest degree, to those programs
graduates is the necessary regeneration of the life carried on by the students and the school which are
blood of the profession. It is the duty of the felt to be beneficial and constructive. The Law
practicing bar to see that this new talent is properly Alumni Association is not another bar association: it
assimilated in its ranks if the regenerative process is is a vitaJ link between the fields of training and
to function fully. If the practicing lawyer re·els a accomplishment, with an ear cocked perceptive to
proper concern for the product soon to join him as a change. The continuing financial support of alJ
colleague, whether as opponent or associate , that alumni is urgently requested , and your con tinuing
concern should commence with the day the student interest , whether individually or through your board
enters law school.
of directors, is earnest ly welcomed .
In the area of continuing legal education, we are
Very trnly yours.
faced with a proliferation of "how-to-do-it"
John H. Gridley, Presiden t

Dear Fellow Alumni:

by Earl Carrel
. Alumni Association membership increased by three
dunng the past month and now totals 234. You can join by
sendingJn your dues. Please use the coupon at the bottom of
this page . •

• • • • •

A reminder about the Continuing Legal Education ·
program sponsored by the Law School and the Division of
Continuing Education at U.B. The first lecture has already
gone by, but there are still five more to go. For more
1
information call 831-4301. (Law Students Free)

• • • • •

Almost everyone'who attended U.B. Law School from
1957 to 1971 knew Marion Dean. Mrs. Dean, registrar at the
Law School for 14 years until her retirement in February,
I971 , died March 21, 1973. She came to the Law School
du.ring the time when it was a private school, stayed through
the merger with the State University of New York and saw
the beginnings of the great growth of the I 970's. Professor
Jacob Hyman, former dean, has called Mrs. Dean "a very
· capable, dedicated woman who had a very clear idea of the
operation of the school."
The political year has begun again and many of our
Alumni are running for various offices. To all of them we
extend our best wishes for successful campaig~s.

• • • • •

Albert M. Kraus, '23, retired lawyer in Buffalo, died
March { 1973.

• •

•

William K. Buscaglia, '29, has announced his retirement
as Erie County Finance Commissioner. ·

• • • • •

Michael G. Wolfgang, '53, has been appointed assistant
New York State attorney general in .charge of the Western
New York area.

• • • • •

Alan S. Birenbaum, '67, has formed a law partnership
with offices .in Rochester and Brockport. The firm will be
known as Birenbaum and Vorassi.

• • • • •

Ronald J. Axelrod, '69, has become associated with the
Rochester firm of Weiner & Lawrence , P.C.

• * • • •

Daniel E. Seaman, '71 , has returned to Western New
York after serving, along with his wife, on the Rosebud
Indian Reservation in South Dakota. The couple spent one
year in the VISTA project.

• • •

•

Theodore J. Mlynarski, '72, is confidential law clerk to
Broome County Judge Stephen Smyk.

• • • • •

Thomas G. Sellers, '72, is a Lieutenant in the U.S.
Army and has graduated from Artillery School at Ft. Sill.

OPINION
.QUESTION BOX
What do the folJowing men have in common with reference to
the State University of New York at Buffalo Faculty of Law and
Jurisprudence?
Prof. William M. Seaney
President Robben Flemming
Prof. Leon M. Liddell
Hon. Reid S. Moule
Bethual M. Webster
Prof. Clarence Ferguson
Justice William J. Brennan,,Jr.
Answers may be submitted to the Opinion. The correct answer
and the names of any winners WilJ be announced.

'72 Grad is City Court Judge
Thomas c. Brady, a 1972 graduate of the SUNY/B Law School,
has been appointed City Judge in Salamanca by Mayor Keith L. Reed.
The young attorney succeeds former Judge Thomas L. Kelley, who
.retired last month after more than 26 years on th~ bench. Judge Brady
was admitted to the Bar February 20. He began htS duties 1mmed1ately
after being sworn into office.
He is associated with attorney Homer A. Hutcheson in
Salamanca.
, 1

Court Threatens
Reporter'.s Sources
Continued from page JO
The case for an absolute
privilege in the trial itself is a little
harder to make, because there any
limitations on the privilege are
subject to · greater safeguards
against abuse by the proponent of
disclosure. The trial judge co uld ,
for example, require that the
proponent demonstrate that the
reporter 's te s timony is
unmistakably relevant, and that it
is critical. and not cumulative, and
if necessary could scrutinize
evidence in camera to weigh
probative value against damage to
the reporter's relationship to
sources. The difficulty comes
when one tries to decide exactly
how the privilege should be
limited . Both friends and enemies

of limitation can put the horribles
on full-dress parade. The qualifie rs
imagine the reporter standing by
as Do~ Vito Co rleone garo tte.,
Ban 1m. or hearing Don Vito s
confession to the murder, but
asserting a privilege not to Speak
in the trial of an innocent party.
The most frequently advocated
qualification on the privilege
therefore is that it be unavailable
if the reporter has actually
witnessed a crime . The absolutists
would probably reply that serious
crimes are rarely committed in the
presence of reporters, and if they
were, the reporters would i:iot
then assert a privilege. In practical
effect, they would argue, the
qualification is a · prosecutor's
loophole. Reporters barricaded
with protesting Indians may see
them destroying government
property . Or they may hear Abbie
Hoffman tell seven people of his
plan to strip all U.S. policemen
and paint them blue ; stranger

I
I

things than that have produced
conspiracy trial s. Aga in ,
qualifications of the privilege
means that la~yers and courts will
be tempted to open it up: this
produces uncertainty , which
promotes suspicion in the sources.
"Who do you trust?"
The basic issue s. then , are
whether reporters can be trusted
to asse rt an absolute privilege only
when it is vital to their relations
with sources to do so, and
whether prosecutors can be
trusted not to try to pry open
limited privileges in order to
harass reporters. In the present
political climate, I personally
would trust the reporters more .
Robert W. Gordon, an assistant
professo r of Iaw at
SUNY/Buffalo, was formerly a
reporter for the Louilwil/e
Courier-Journal and Newsweek.
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Court Threatens
Reporters' Sources
by Robert Gordon

Assistant Professor of Law

The Press Needs a Shield
by Elwood Wardlow
Managing Editor, Buffalo Evening News

11 is not good for the press to be too much in the news. It is the~ r_
There's no panic.
particu lar misfortune that the issue of whether the law ought to shield ~
But the free press of America is feeling
reporters from reveaJing confidential informa lion of sources should
some
anxiety.
have been raised so dramatically and publicly in the last year. The U.S.
There are some things out there that look
Supreme Court's decision in Branz burg v. Hayes , ... U.S. .... 92 S. Ct.
2649 (1972) (known as the Caldwell case) forced the issue into the like threats: Some of them appear to be
open, and by so doing has threatened an apparen tly fun ctioning getting bigger than a man's ·hand. And it's
system of mutual accommodation between law enforcement officials time to drill them dead in their tracks.
and the press. It has started legislatures on the backbreaking job of
The U.S. Constitution guarantees a free
tryi ng to describe with precision when reporters can and when they press. That means that the whole process of
can not be forced to reveal their sources. Reporters are naturally news gathering , evaluating and
fearfu l of what will happen when their rights are spelled out with co mmuni ca ting should b e fr ee of
formal clarity , especially since the proposed legislation presents their
enemies with a nice chance to get in a few kicks at the press. But governmental restriction or interference.
It doesn't always work that way. It never
reporters are in the soup now, and the problem is to get them out in
ways that are lega lly and politically defensible, or at leas t not to make has, fully . But there seems to be more flak
and hassling in the last few years.
their troubles any worse.
The press is concerned. But something
The alternatives for the press seem to be two : I) let things cool
down and continue to re ly on the goodwill of the authoricies, and new has been added - the public is growing
whatever Firsl Amendment argument s Caldwell may have left them concerned, also. More and more people are
(continuing to go to jail if the authorities are uncooperative and the comprehending that restrictions on press
argumen ts unavailing) ; and 2) press for an absolute or limited privilege freedom herald restrictions on all the other
nol to reveal confidential in formation in federal or state statutes.
freedoms as well.
I want to disclaim any special expertise in or profound reflection
The media are a central factor in
upon a subject that has prompted 59 bills so far to be introduced in
the Congress and has reduced even Senator Ervin to total bafnement. everyone's li fe these days. Accordingly,
But anyone who struggles to keep up with both the news and Supreme people are monitoring our perfonnance more
closely than ever before. They expect us to
Court decisions has opinions, and here are mine .
Caldwell and the Status Quo

Should things be left as they are? I do not think so. The Caldwell
case makes it prelly clear that newsmen will find the Firs! Amendment
a slender reed . The opinion of the Court addresses it self to most of the
major situations in which newsmen are likely to claim the privilege no t
to speak, and tells them they must speak. The decision thus removes
the doubt s that once cau sed prosecutors to tread delica tely lest they
squash Constitutional sensibilities. (See, e.g., the U.S . Attorney
General's "Guidelines for Subpoenas to the News Media ," Department
of Ju stice Memo. 692, Sept. 2, 1970, which sought to lim i't issuance of
subpoenas 10 the press our of the recognition thal "compulsory
process in some circumstances may. have a limiting effect on the
exercise of First Amendment rights.") Moreover, even if one rakes
comfort from Mr. Ju stice Powell's hints, in his concurring opinion,
1ha1 the First Amendment coh tinues to protect newsmen from
harassment b¥ grand juries wh o fail t,o show a .. legitimate need for law
enforcement " (92 S.Ct. at 267 I), oqe ought to see that any citizen can
claim pro tec tion from harassment and that the precise issue is the
needs of the press as balanced against the needs of law enforcement.
And Caldwell shows that when the Court balances, the press loses. II is
hard to picture a petitioner-newsma n preparing a fuller record than did
Caldwell , Branzburg, and Pappas to support the proposition that a
reporter's sources wither on the vine once he start s baring his soul to
grand juries. The Court was not impressed . This is not surprising. The
immediate interes ts of th e grand jury or trial court are clear and
palpable: wrongdoings must be investigat~d. crimin als indicted and
convicted 1 the whole truth uncovered. Against this the reporter can
onl y stammer guesses about the damage done to his work , guesses he
knows in his marrow to be certainties; but for all that , no t hard proof.
He has to defend an intangible process, the suppression of obviously
useful facts today as investment in speculatively useful facts
tom orrow. Ju stices on the High Court rarely reach it after a ·career on
the police beat of th~· Gazette ; they cannot be expected to know that
it rtlay take a reporter yea rs of hu stling .Tor contacts who will talk to
each other as if he were not th ere or telephone his number when they
. have a grievance .
Why a Statutory Shield?
But before going all out for a statutory privilege , we ought to ask
why one is necessary. After all, if a reporter has knowledge re levan t to
crime or wrongdo ing , why should his obligations differ from any other
citizen's to disclose it to the authorities? Perhaps the ques tion can be
best approached by describing the sorts of situations in which a
reppiter is most likely to assert, and society arguably ough t to grant , a
privilege against revealing his sources. Ones like these:
I. A government '. (or company) official innocent of any
wrongdoing, or at least a lot !es~ gu.ilty than the other people involved,
reveals to a reporter that officials in his departmen t have been
clandestinely bombing Ruritania, shaking down bricklayers, conniving
at welfare fraud, permitting thousand per cent cost overruns, and
aw\rding plumbing contracts to their brothers-in-law . The official who
confides this knows perfectly well that when the story comes out there
may be grand jury investigations, civil suits, and hearings before
legislative or administrat ive bodies, and that everyone will want to find
the helpful fe! low who blew the whistle. But he does not want them to

lind out, because (a) he may be involved himself and (b) even if he
isn't , he will probably lose his job or be reassigned to lifetime service as
a Weigh ls & Measures inspec tor.
2. An enterprising repOrter· decides to research a feature story on
Co ntinued on Page 9

give our best. And as a corollary to that, they
realize that we can ' t do our best if we can't
get at the facts - and then print them.
I'm sure some of you are tempted to say:
"Right on! We'll help you fight all those
would-be ce nsor s in the Nixon
Administration. "
And partially at least, that impulse is weJI
warranted. Some of the current officialdom
in Washington· - most notably•Vice President
Agnew and Dr. Clay Whitehead, the
President's adviser on broadcasting - have
touched off al/lrm bells -among newsmen.
But that's really only part of the picture.
It's An Old Story

Threats to press freedom aren 't new
inventions. The first man ever to beat a
jungle drum probably felt the heavy hand of
the censor on his ann. Most of the printing
presses that have ever existed have suffered
interference of some kind.
Most of the media outside of North
America and Western Europe make no
pretense of being free of controls - and even
those two continents have had an uneven
history .
Let's face it - everyone likes to look
good and to have popular support. And the
thing that can thwart that desire most surely
is an unsympathetic press.
It's second nature to those in public life
to try to fudge a bit. And sometimes they go
far beyond that.
Lots of Angles

The current threat does not come only
from the Executive branch of the Federal
Government. To wit:
- There are lots of problems at the state
and local levels as well.
- There is a good-sized flap going on in
the cou rtrooms. A number of newsmen have
gone to jail because they placed their role as
reporter higher than their role as a witness in
the legal process.
- Secrecy within all leve ls of
governmental bureaucracy is a vexing
problem. A lot of it is not warranted.
- Taste is an endless dilemma. Every
newsman wants free expression - but does
that mean freedom also for material that is
morally rotten or offensively crude?
- The lic e nsing procedure , for
broadcasters, is a triennial gauntlet. A lot of
broadcast people have the idea that the best
way to stay in business is to do exactly what
·
,
the FCC seems to wan t.

- There have been many proposals for
public review of media perfonnance. A
recent one by the Twentieth Century Fund is
ambitiously mounted ; it calls for an
unofficial national panel to collect public
complaints and assess their merits. This is an
attempt to make the press answerallle - and
that, in the view of most newsmen, is exactly
what's wrong with it. The Constitution, they
feel, deliberately stated that we will never
have to explain or beg approval.
- " Right of access" has been proposed to
make sure that everyone who feels he has
some thing to say will have a chance to be
heard. And indeed, some of that concept is
incorporated into the broadcasters' licenses.
But the print media have resisted the idea of
someone other than themselves dictatmg that
this fellow or that group should receive an
allocation of space. It strikes most of us as
flagrantly contrary to the First Amendment.
- Closed meetings have always been a
problem, especially at the local levels of
government. When neither the press nor the
public is allowed in on public business,
there's a high potential for mischief and
miscarriage. The press has been asking the
New York State Legislature to pass an open
meetings law '-- but insisting that it l>e a real
one, not the paste-up that's currently
emerging in Albany. "Executive session" still
means closed meetings.
- "Open records" legislation is alsn
pending in Albany , but is also largely
unacceptable to the press because of eleven
provisions that preclude access to various
records.
, · -~Judges' •gag ·rules· are "a hindrance.· The
types are legion ... judges who won't pennit
cameras in t)le courtroom . . . or who try to
stop newsmen from printing things that take
place in open court ... or who, in a few
cases, have closed the en tire trial process to
the public . . . or who seal records for
whimsical or willful reasons . . . or who
attempt to silence public dialogue about
court operations or c;ises. (I might add that
Western New York has had very few such
afflictions, and we're grateful.)
- Li lieI, these days, is a grea tely
diminished problem. The Supreme Court
rulings of the past I 5 years have expanded
the limits of what could be printed without
legal jeopardy. That has resulted in the press
digging deep er - and hitting home more
often.
·
So much for the panoply of legal and
other harassments in our profession.
Obviously, some of them are more
serious - and more current - than others.
I would like to ex plore three at greater
length, as follows:
The Confidentiality Stew

Several reporters have been jailbirds
lately . And since the Supreme Court in a 5- 4
decision ruled that newsmen do not have a
constitutional right to shield their
confidential sources, a lot more could spend
time in jail too.
So most of the press is urging Congress to
provide a shield through legislation.
They'd like a federal law to protect the
confidentiality of a newsman's sources, and
put pis confidential notebooks and fil es
beyond reach.
Dozens of bills have been offered in
Congress - some providing total protection
and confidentiality, others going only part
way (the same scattershot pattern exists
among the nearly 20 state " shield" laws
enacted so far).
Con linued on Page Ten
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Public Broadcasting &the Law
Interview with Robert SanGeorge by Matt Greenblatt
Robert S_an Geotge is a graduate of somewhere
Syrac~se U~~erstty .where he received a
B.A .. 111 pohllcal . science and a B,S, in
televmon and radio. Present~y he is news
producer for WBFO radio, Buffalo's
non-commercial public radio station

is

consciously

Interview with Douglas Turner by John Levi

making a

decision to keep out of it. Management

also may be purposefully preventing their
newsmen from pursuing the more
hard.hitting material. Most newsmen are
verbally and actively defiant but a

operated by SUNY at Buffalo. Also, he is a significant minority become q~ite timid
co-instructor m an undergraduate course at when it comes to action.
U.B. in news writing. While at Syracuse Mr.
San George spent five years in the news
Cigarette Ad Ban•, Effect
department of WAER radio, which is run
An allied cause in the drop of
by the University. ln his last year at documentaries in commercial T.V. is the
Syracuse, he was the station's program ban on cigarette advertising. This
director. Previous experience in the news represented a significant decrease in
field inFludes a summer internship at revenues for the period immediately

WBEN radio and T.V. here in Buffalo.

· subsequent to the enactment of the law

and the first thing to be cut was
newsmen documentaries which, besides being the
most controversial, are also very expensive
to produce. In fact, the economic
cons iderations are something worth
discussing. I should explain first that local
SAN GEORGE: I advocate unqualified commercial and public T.V. and radio
confidentiality of sources for reporters. stations ,don't do much hard-hitting
Someone once said that societies have been investigative reporting basically because of
enslaved by. polit icians who are able to hide funding problems. Investigative reporting is
information from the people, but a society very costly, because you're giving a
has never been enslaved by journalists who reporter free-re in to do whatever he wants
are able lo garner information from for a 'long period, often months. This can
politicians. There are some very obvious involve an expense account, traveling,
situations where a reporter might want to paying the reporter's salary, and reporters
reveaJ confidentiaJ information. If a frequently have to pay off news sources to
newsman l\as knowledge concerning the get information. Local stations, for the
future commission of a murder, for most part, are not willing to or can't make
instance, I think it's pretty obvious that that kind of outlay from their profits.
any reasonable man would speak up.
However, on a network level, I think
People will reveal confidential source! if there has been a definite reduction in the
they feel it's justified. Generally though, quantity of newsgathering and news
such situations are not the case, and it asks reporting. After all , the networks have
the wrong questio'n. For ,instance, although given the American viewer his· most
this didn't happen in Buffalo, it could consistent diet of hard-hitting investigative
have: A man does a lot of investigating into reporting. Although programs like 60
no-show jobs in city ,hall. Then ,the D.A. Mi11utes still do some pretly, heavY. ,
decides to get the newsman to reveal his material, they can't compare to a program
confidential sources and information which like The Selling of the Pe11tagon which
the newsman has but did not publicize required months to prepare and ended up ,•
because it will save the D.A. and his staff a as a very · hard hitting one-hour
lot of work. But this is not how it should documentary. A feature on 60 Minutes
work. The purpose of the press is to serve might last one half hour, and there is no
as a catalyst for refonn, particularly when way to get around it, that 's fifty percent
you' re talking about government . less material. AJso, look at the kind of
corruption. But the press cannot fulfill this things that the networks were doing i~ the
function if those sources know they're early sixties, particularly CBS Reports with
going to be revealed . The press reports Edward R. Murrow and Harvest of Shame
shoul~ induce the D.A. to do his own that were going on the air every week. That
investigating, but the whole process won't just doesn't exist anymore on a regular
be effective if the press is made to do the basis. I still think that there are reporters
D.A.'s work because those sources will on the network level who are really
quickly dry up. Unfortunately, the champing at the bit to do this kind of work
government prosecutors have been trying and wh o are willing to risk indictments and
to do this which is why I support the jail. But I feel that basically management
absolute confidentiality of news'sources.
has been making deicisions in terms of
O: What hJJs been the reaction ofyour allocations of funds. Although it is
colleagues in broadcast journalism to the expensive , they still have the money and I
current rash of indictments, contempt can't conclude anything else except that
citations, and subpoenas directed against they 're being intimidated by the present
newsmen?
administration to spend their money on
S: Outwardly everyone says that less controversia l en terprises.
they're going to fight it. However, looking
at media generally since the Agnew
The Six O'Clock News
statements of 1969, some people in fact
0 : What about the nightly news
are not fighting it. 'For instance, on a broadcasts on a net,work let1el; have they
network level, what kind of hard-hilling been affected?
documentary has been on T.V. since The
S: Generally , I would say that there has
Se/lingo[ the Pentagon in the fall of 1970? been a drop · off in hard-hitting
People in broadcast journalism who have a controversial reporting on the day-to-day
decent amount of talent and about ten news alth ough it is less in evidence than
years experience make $15,000 or more a with docum e ntaries . Again , the
year which tends to make them feel secure, investigative reporting, even if it is a
They don't want to jeopardize their jobs five-mi nute feature, is still more expensive
because they're made to sperid time in jail. •than some non•controversial interview, for
Those making the most coura~ously instance. Also, you'd better believe that in
defiant statements are the younger certain parts of the country , particularly
newsmen who have Jess to lose. By and outside the East and wes t coasts, the
large', there is a Jot more. ..soft" ~ev.: s, that networks get i) lot of flak from station
is non-controversial material. Its dtfficull officials about con traversal news items that
1~ tell which newsmen arc oblivious to the they didn't like. I think it's a combination
government's attempts at intimidation and of that and of government intimidation
which ones are affected by it. Nonelheless, that has led to a slightly less evidenced
because of the significant drop-off in t~e drop-off in hard-hitting reporting on. a
amount of hard-hltting controversial nightly news compared to d?cumentanes.
material, I tend to belieye that somebody But it is st ill significant. Contrnued on Page 8

OPINION: Do you feel thilt

should be asked to divulge any information
that their news sources might have given
them concerning th e alleged commission of
a crime?

''Let's Test It!''
The Opinion interviewed Douglas
L. Turner, Executive Editor of the
Buffalo Courier-Express, on March
28, in order to get representative
views from both the dailies of
Buffalo concerning the conflict
between th e government and the
news media. An article from a
Managing Editor of the Buffalo
Evening News appears o n page 6 of
this issue.
We are grateful to Mr. Turner for
taking a great deal of his time to talk
with John Levi of the Opinion. We
think the experiences recounted
below both represent his views and
provide a • valuable background for
the current challenges to the press.

The Bureau man walked right
into this office, sat down at the
reporter's desk, and demanded to see
his notes. I'd date this about 1968.
We had already made an agreement
with their task force, which was
started in 1967, that we'd respond
with our negatives and notes to a
subpoena. The task force responded
positively to that - they did us the
courtesy of subpoenaing these
documents, and in most cases we felt
that we were performing a public
service. But it had to be demanded ·
of us as a matter of law. And I had
no hangups about it, and I still
haven't.
OPINION: If an FBI agent came
into this office and subpoenaed the
OPINION: Our interest is in your notes or photographs of a reporter
e~erience and your opinion as a doing investigative reporting, then,
prqfessional newsman. What kinds of you would hand them over? .
pressure have you felt here at the
TURNER : At this point in time ,
Courier-Express as a result of th e March 28, 1973 , at 2:30 p.m. , I
increased pressure on th e news media would feel protected by the courts,
since 1969 - sin ce Vice President if we felt we did not wish to give up
Agnew's speech ?
these things: that th.e re would be a
TURNER: My experience with fair test of their need to have them. I
this issue goes back the last 13 years, would rather test the courts first
t es t some ephemera l
most profoundly since 1964. That than
was my first awareness of an almost understanding of what we think we
atavistic activity between politicians are, with respect to the People. I
and the press. In that year, Gov. think we should first obey the,
Rockefeller, in response to articles courts' order to produce either
about corruption in the State Liquor ourselves, our arguments or our
Authority and members of the State material, first , before standing up on
Legislature, had imposed on the some pedestal and saying you have
legislature an ethics bill, which this no right. Let tl]ere be a test of their
paper and many othe rs campaigned right in each instance.
• for - very hard. To make the issues
I would do all the things that one
palatable for the average reader, the would normally do in a free society,
issues became oversimplified - the when one agency wants something
issue of conflicts of interest. I think that's your property. I would not
in retrospect some unfair lines were behave any differently today than in
drawn on conflict of interest. The I967, Le t them react first. Let them
Legislature overreacted to those show whatever there is in tl\eir
stories.
bowels about the press, before we
The bill passed; the Legislature show some antipathy towards the
didn't like it. The Governor brought People's lawful institutions. They're
tremendous pressure - he was a still lawful.
I don't think that the law has
different Governor than we have
now . The legislators w~re very bitter changed one bit from the days
about the bill, about the debate, before Spiro to the days after Spiro.
about all the news stories - some of Let the law show it has changed,
which were right on the money, and before we show that we are less
some of which I think were responsible to the People's right to
overdrawn
and they began know.
Now the third example. During
threatening the representatives of the
publishers and the press and the the Attica riot one of our reporters,
reporters themselve~. They said , Richard J. Roth, Jr., was invited to
"We're going to hit you with a group become an observor in the prison by
libel bill next year." I guess this is a the inmates. The reason they invited
kind of British libel bill. I remember him was because - I'm rather proud
to this day the name of every one of of this - we'd written stories in
the legislators who threatened me advance of the riot about the
with that - all of them are out of demands, the suppression of their
office; we didn't do it, they just demands, and the lying that went on
tripped on their own shoelaces, but about whether they • had made
it is an irony that they' re all gone. demands a t all.
And they were not reacting directly
Subsequent to the riot and the
to the ethics question, but reacting national publication of his series on
in a way that they felt could hurt Attica, two gentlemen from Robert
our business. It was a reprisal.
Fischer's office approachetl Rick
Sometim e late r a federal Roth and asked him to go througl\ a
investigative arm came into this little interview. Fortunately Richard
office and asked for the notes of a called me up and I ordered him not
reporter. This was about the time of -to take part in this interview. I told
the fracas at the Unitarian Church on him to tell the investigators that he
Elmwood and Ferry Sircct. I have was under pain of discharge if he
always had a tremendous respect for discussed it and that they should
the basic integrity of the FBI and all serve m e. They came to see me and
the investigative arms of' the Justice asked for the interview . I denied
Department - always, until very them . It was a complicated problem.
. recently, until maybe the last few There had already been announced
1110n ths.
Cont:nued on Page iJ
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that are employed by this
newspaper. We have to probe it, or
we don't write it. And once having
written it, if we're going to have
another story on it, we have to find
out something new. We don't crank
of animal here - a business which is through second and third hand
a newspaper whose right to comment rumors in the newspaper as fact over
and print are undeniable. Still, on and over again. They are not up to
the other hand we have here a the standards of investigative
lucrative business franchise of the reporting employed by the two
government. I don't think that we newspapers in Buffalo. Although we
can say Iha t il's a wrongful were excited and stimulated by the
punishment to take away a political stories, we could not publish them
favor that's been granted as a for they were not up to the
political favor. It's a government standards of this paper. They were
franchise - it's like having a stand at not good journalism. The instances
in which we would print rumor or
the zoo!
Now I have to comment on what second- or third-hand information
the Post did . There's a number of here are very rare. We don't publish
dimensions to what you call it unless we can prove it. And if we
investigative reporting. I'd feel better can prove it, we'll publish it.
about the Washington Post stories on
the Watergate if the Post had had
some Republican tinge. I cannot say
I was an investigative editor from
that the Watergate investigation and
the way they 've been handling the I 964 until I was given this job. I
story is a totally innocent matter. never needed a confidential source.
Sometimes political objectives get No reader of this newspaper ever
mixed in with the copy. I did not knew that I had a confidential
feel that the editing standards source, because we never told them.
imposed on the reporters of the Post We never said "A confidential source
in the Watergate investigation for says . .. " or "It was learned from a
example were up to the standards confidential source . . . " Never. A

''Let's Test It!''
Continued from Page 7

that there would be a grand jury
proceeding.
Rick was not a participant in the
afl'.iir and was there in a quasi-legal
fashion
becau se the · pri,;pn
superintendent had admitted him at
the request of the other people: He
could not give first-hand testimony
to the whole event. He could only
impair our standing, his standing - it
was a very mixed bag. It would never
be clear to me whether we had
permitted the state to exploit
whatever innocence existed in the
•invitation to him . Too complex for
me to allow him to leap into an
interview.
I said to the two gentlemen from
Bob Fischer's office to draw
subpoenas - let's test it. They never
came forth with the subpoenas. I '
never heard from them again, and
neither did Rick Roth. I did not say
no, I said let's test it. We cannot
innocently go into this thing in the
background of whatever innocence
existed on the part of the State of
New York Dept. of Corrections'
representative in Attica, to their
permitting the inma tes to establish a
constituency sufficient to agree on
an invitation. This is not a matter of
law . They had no right to establish a
constituency and they did . This may
be getting a little hairy to you , but I
thought it was too mixed for him to
give an interview from which they
could draw questions for a grand
jury. I didn't say we would ,iever go ,
I said let's see your papers.

OPINION: Do .vou see the clamor
for a shield law as this kind of
antipathy toward lawful institutions !
TURNER : I thought that if Vice
President Agnew and his advisors and
the President did not feel they could
· make hay with what he said in 1969,
he would not have said it. Did he
start it, or did he me rely -respond to
a growing public feeling that there
were too many abuses on the part of
the med ia and that they had to be
disciplin ed , politically , for their
political abuses? I believe that
Agnew was not even the catalyst. that he was the respondent or the
chorus in a Sophocles play;
responding, not innocently , but
calculatedly , responding to a growing
public unease about the way that the
media had used their freedoms .
Whether this is a justified urtease or
not I cannot know because I'm not
100 million people - and neither are
you. I felt that was a response. I did
not take alarm at that or at
subsequent events.

OPINION,: What about the
current polilica/ly inspired challenges
to the Washington Post's TV
franchise in Florida?
TURNER: I can only answer that
with a question, to defend my

Public Broadcasting and the Law
Continued from Page 7
For in st.ince, CBS recently ran a very
delailed report on lhe 200 million dollar
grain transaction with the Soviet Union.
The other networks do controversial
material to a lesser degree. CBS has
probably been the most arrogant of the
networks for the last fifteen years. Number
one, th ey are in the mos l stable financial
position and also they have a deeper
history of this kind of activ.ity.

0: You mentioned that you think the
local stations' management, particularly
outside the East and West Coast, are

putting pressure on the network not to
include controversial material. Do you
think this is a result of what. the
government is doing or do you think this is
just the supposl!d inbred conservatism that
.
allegedly abounds in these areas?

S: I think it 's a little bit of both.
Actually. to be honest, the only places,
even on the East and the West Coasts,
where the networks don't get nak , are the
major urban areas. There are small
communilies in Pennsylvania , New York,
and New England that also contribute their
share of complaints to the network .

Public Broadcasting
0: We ha,e been talking mainly about
commercial broadcasting. What is the
situalion in the public broad,·asting field?

S: In public broadcasting there has
been a decrease in newsga thering for the
si mple reason that their funds have been
drastically reduced. In my mind, one of the
most hard-hitting news programs ever i_n
the history of American T. V. was the Great
American Dreal11 Machine, which ran for a

year and a half or two years. They stepped
on a lot of toes and offended a lot of
people. But if you're going to have

hard:hilting news reporting, there is no
eqyanimity about the situation. Did
way of getting around offending people.
the Washington Post come by that
Unfortunately, because of the way public
franchise · through political means?
broadcasting
is structured in this country 1
Did they ·use political favoritism to
it is much too much at the whim of elected
gain that television franchise? . Yes.
officials. When programs started offending
It's a government favor. It's like . politicians, the funds were cut.
certain airlines getting more mail"to
This does not mean that there is
carry than other airlines. Certain
absolutely no worthwhile news
railroads had rate cases decided in
broadcasting going on in the public media.
The Washington Weekly Review, Bill
their favor because of their political
Moyer's Journal, Black Journal and The
,1d11ocates, for instance , are eft~e!11e~y
po-;_,•;~.. ,we. hav,e two different kinds
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confidential source is for our USL
alone. The confidential source never
leaves this desk drawer. We prove
what we write, so we never need the
confidential source.

What has created this problem?
The courts have reacted unpleasantly
to a few reporters who bragged
about their confidential sources,
whose editors let them brag. In my
opinion, this is bad reporting and
bad
editing.
It's stoppy.
Inconsiderate . If you have

guaranteed a confidential source his
confidentiality, you don't men/ion
him! You protect thepersonright
then. You never tell anybody that
you have one. To me, what starts
this thing off is a violation of the
reporter's trust to a confidential
source. If a guy walks in off the
street believing that you have a
function as a social instrumen t - a
newspaper has a function as a social
instrument - and he trusts you like
he would trust a neighbor, I don't
want to know his name. This man is
protected from the start by our not
being able to identify who he is. You
will never see us waving a
confidential source in the newspaper.
aware that the local affiliates do not want
to be responsible .for the network news and

that a significant l)umber of these affiliates,

which is even five or ten percent, aren't
going to carry the network news, because
it's too controversial, then you'd better
believe that the network management is
going tQ react to that because it means a loss
of advertising revenue. It's a very involved
thing, but in the end I think that's what
Whitehead's policies are designed to
accomplish. The government knows that
they ca11't intimidate - the networks
0 : What is your 'opinion concerning directly, so what they are trying to do is to
recent suggestions by Clay Whitehead, influence the networks through the back
Nixon's communication chief, that door, i.e., through the local stations.
0: What kind of responses do you
members of the broadcasting industry
think the broadcasting industry plans in
''censor '' themsel11es?
S: Whitehead was basically directing his the future to meet the challenge posed by
remarks ·at the commercial networks, the courts, the goa,emment, and
because those are the people that inten,ention by law enforcement agencies
Washington fears the most. The reason for such as the F. C. C. ?
S: A lot of the professional journalistic
this is that the oetworks are the ones with
1he most money · to do 1he kind of societies, such as the focal press clubs and
reporting which will expose shady things organizations like Sigma .Delta Chi, are
that the government might be doing. But lobbying on a federal and state level for
an analysis of what Whitehead said will stronger shield laws which would protect
show that they want to hold tlte local the confidentiality of news sources. There's
affiliates responsible for any news that a great deal of doubt about a federal shield
they air which includes network news. This law with any kind· of teeth in it. What the
means that some poor local station journalistic societies are doing is lobbying
manager or program dit'ector is supposed to for stronger shield laws on the state level.
exercise some kind of editorial judgment : There has alrea~y been one passed in
regarding what he will air from the California with the avid support of
network news.
Governor Ronald Reagan. There previously
had been a strong law there, but the one
Local Censorship of Network News
passed is even stronger. Also, Nelson
Generally, every day the local stations Rockefeller has come out for a stronger
get a run down of what is going to be on shield law in New York. There are only
the evening news that night. It usually slightly fewer than twenty states with any
comes over an hour and a half before the kind of meaningful shield laws. ·
news is scheduled to go on the air and ,
ThP. other issue is the government's
barring any major happening during that hiding information from the press and the
time, it is pretty accurate. The local official people I which was very much involved in
is supposed to look over this list and decide the whole fiasco of Les Whitten , who is a
if he wants to be responsible for -any Jack Anderson employee. He was never
feature• that is coming down from the indicted, but he was charged with the
networks. There is really no way that such possession of stolen documents which
a person can exercise · that kind ·of implies that the documents of the
judgment because generally he does not government are not documents of the
eve~ work in news, and isn't very aware of people: in other words, that these files
what goes on in the major newsgathering belo~g to the government. This, to an
centers. These people are supposed to extent, is what is involved in the Ellsberg
exercise judgment from afar. I think that's trial. However, in the Whitten arrest, there
just patently ridiculous. If anyone is to be wasn't even the issue of classification
held responsible for what is· aired, it's which exists in the Ellsberg trial. The
worthwhile and somewhat controversial,
but even most of these programs are going
to be eliminated next season if the
Corporation of Public Broadcasting has its
way. However, at this point in time, these
pro~rarns represent some good news
broadcasting which is still on the air on the
public .medi~.

obviously got to be the networks. I think documents that Whitten had were from the
what Whiiehead is attempting to do is to Bureau of Indian Affairs and how could
make local stations think twice about they be detrimental to the national
carrying anything that ccmes close to being security? This whole issue is coming to a
controversial. If the network$11 l'teco111e
<::'ontinued on Page •9
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Court Threatens
Reporter's Sources

page nine

Looking for Cncb in the Facade policies; the art of good political

conditions that are endemic,
persistent, and
usually
unpunished . As for the various
formsofanli-stateactivity,sU-ins,
demonstrations, conspiracies.
these require the services of the
press to expound and dramatize
their views. Society ought to
know what its angriest groups are
up to ; and these groups ought to
have resources of the kind easily
commanded by the powerful to
let it know. Here, too (quite aside
from the question of whether
prosecution of these groups has
usually been a good thing),
reporters have more social value as
independent observers of reality
than as state informers.
The Caldwell Court thought it
mischievous that reporters should
be able to protect their sources
more fully even than the
government can protect its
informers (which in some
circumstances it is compelled to
produce. Roviaro v. U.S., 353

reporting is description of how
L a r ge
bureaucratic they work the wires backstage. It
organizations,
especially is surely no accident that this
President's office for a week
governments, like to work in Administration, with its special
Indians forcibly reclai~
secrecy. lf trouble occurs, they flair for symbolic politics, has a
sovereignty over treaty lands. At
like to handle It their own way . special distaste for the press. (Dan
least one reporter is usually at
This has made the unauthorized R a t h e r ,
th e
C B S - TV
hand , allowed to hang around on leak, not only of information but correspondent, tells of being
conditions that limit what he will of candid opinion of the conduct summoned before a White House
be able to report. In trials for of superiors, a necessary means of aide to account for his reporting.
conspiracy to cross state lines to keeping track of what they are What most irritated the aide was
foment riots, assassinate the doing. The newsmen in Caldwell that Rather talked as if he knew
President, kidnap the virtuously asserted that the leak is what was going on, whereas only
major-domo, obstruct the draft·, vital because in the long run ii the President and Haldeman really
the reporter may be called to aids rather than hinders law knew.) There is a similar
testify to who said what and enforcement by encouraging justification for coverage of
when.
revelations of misconduct. That is habitual criminal activity. The
true , but probably not as press can tell people about aspects
Of cou rse, this is · not an important as that, the leak or social reality that many will
exhaustive catalogue , but it does furthers purposes that have not learn about in any other way.
seem to represent some of the nothing to do with ei:tforcing the The interests of law enforcement
major types. It may help us to law : the maintaining of an are little damaged by this process,
realize .that something more independent and scep tical even if the reporter's refusal to
specific than assuring the "free perspec tive of observat ion on the talk means that a particular
flow of news" is at stake in the workings of the gove rnment. Part bureaucratic o r crimi nal
controversy over the new sman 's of the art of governance is the wrongdoer is not found and
privilege.
stage•management of symbols and punished. The storie s represent
Continued on Page JO
designed to serve as a buffer between the come from far away places like the majo'r trial may- be a landmark case as far as the
Congress and the President, on one hand , production centers in Boston (WGBH), issue of the document s belonging to the
and PBS, NPR and the stations on the Washington , New York (WNET) and San people rather than the government, but I
other hand . What has happened, Francisco (KPIK). These are essentially the don't see the si tuation changing that much.
Continued from page 8
particularly with PBS, is that the same places that the programming comes I don't see the government being any more
Constitutional head, possibly in the Corporation ·has decided that it is going to from with the commercial networks. secretive 3nd I don't see reporters gett ing
Ellsberg trial , as . to whether these make ' the programming deciSions. PBS .has However , I think he knows. and it 's pretty better access to governmental files in this
documents belong lo the people or to the a board of directors which is basically obvious, that the local sta tions find it very administration. I wouldn't necessarily
government.
made up of local station officials who are difficult to pay the kind of Salaries and get conclude that if another conservative
Jn my opinion, it is pretty obvious broadcasters. CPB is not generalJy made up together the talented people req uired to do administration were elected , it would be as
from American history that these of broad casters; . its members · :are quality hard -hitting programming. The secretive as Nixon's. I menlioned that
documents are not owned by the Presidential appointees. Right now , on that smaller station s would find it impossible to Ronald Reagan , one o f the more
government, but are ownei:l by the people. JS•member board , are eigh t Nixon attract even a few high •quality people with prominent conservative figures in this
If they are documents of the people, ·then appointees who generally vote toge ther on crea tivity and the talent to put together country, supported a strong shield law in
the reporters should have free access to the issue of whether they will take over the sophistica ted programs. So you're talking California . I really don't think that this
them. The Freedom of Information Act, programming functions from PBS. They about a situation where Mr. Whitehead , secrecy-of.information issue divides along
pa~sed a few years ago, has proved to be have in fact done this. • Now they are and I suppose Mr. Nixon, want the loca l the traditional liberal-conservative lines
fairly ineffective. This whole question of talking about eliminating some of the most sta tions lo do the news programming when very distinctly. At ieast it rCniains lo be
shown to me that il docs.
secret information and · public versus meaningful programming ~that has been really they arcn 'I capable of it.
In terms of the intimidation of the
government document s has yet to be seen on American T .V. (as me ntioned
resolved. '
,
:
pre~~
earlier). Thus the so-called CPB buffer has
. , 1
1
1 ,I suppose it's t~ e samr kin~ of
I'd like to make one distin ction which answer. The definite pattern of
0 : What about the issue of been essentially circumvented by the
of
will
clarify_
my
position
on
this
local
versus
intim
idation of the press will probably
Nixon
administration
with
the
support
classification? How do you feel about the
major produclion center issue. I do think continue under this administration.
present methods used /;y the governniettt? keyCongTessmeh. '~ '
What I would like to see adopted is the that public broadcasting should provide Reporters will probably not be as affected
S: I would grant that there are ce rtain
things in the Department of Defense and kind of. system which ex ists in England . people an illterna tive on two levels. by ii in the future if we gel effect ive shield
BBC is known worldwide as having Because people get a lot of programming laws. If thi s is done , although lhe
The
the Department of State, which, for
various reasons, you might want to classify. some of the most creative pio neeri ng from the maj or commercial network s, I government ca n st ill attack the credibility
But, what is very interesting is that during programming. How have they kept it think they shou ld be offered the kind or or the press publicly (which has been
World War II , there really wasn't much of a immune from polilicaJ pressures for all very high •q uality , crca liv c and pretty effective), one of the gove rnment's
classification system in the government. the se years'! There was imposed a nominal prec~dent-setting programming that they most powerful weapons will be taken
Reporters were told to exercise their own yearly tax on people who own television can gel only on a netwo rk level from PBS away. I am, of course, referring to the
judgmen t regarding things like troop sets. I think · it's the equivalen t of five and NPR. On the o ther hand , thi s doesn't jailing of reporte rs for refusing to reve al
movement and they exercised very dollars on every T.V. a person owns. PBS mean that it ha s to be to the detriment of their confidentia l sources and their
admirable judgment. If there is to be any now re ce ives about 40 milJion dollars and local station s. People ·watch local outt akes , that is , material which was not
government classification system, it's got with all the T .V. sets in this country there commercial programming as well, and they used in the airing of the program . Finally,
should be no problem in raising an equal, should have a meaningful al ternative on the conce rning the business of the reduction of
to be very narrowly de(ined .
or probably greater, amount with the local level from their own local public public broadcasting rund s. I don'! think
Funds for Public Broadcasting
0: Earlier you spoke about the five•dollar tax . Under this kind of system , sta tions. Neither loca l 11\.>r national this administration will increase the
reduction in public broadcasting funds. the money goes directly to the people who programming should be at the expense of funding to the levels the public media
What is your reaction to the vetoing of the decide how it is to be spe nt on the other, and what Whitehead is enjoyed a number of years ago. Right now,
funds and what alternatives do you see for programming . The only way thal this can sllggesting is that the loca l programming lhe people in .public broadcasting are
be circumvented and subjected to political should be provided to the detriment of looking for alternative
funding
the public media?
S: As far as the vetoing 1 I think it's a in0uence is to repeal the Jaw that allows national programming. I don ' t think that is arrangeme nts with some of the major
to
be
levied
and
that
has
not
been
of
private
organizations
like
the
Ford
the
tax
a
practical
notion,
given
the
bi-level
aims
real tragedy. Some of the most mean ingful
Foundation, Carne&ie-Mellon Foundation,
and creative things, not just in news but in done ye t in England. That's why the the public med ia.
or the Rockefeller Foundation. At this
the media art generally, were being done , sys tem has worked so well there, and I
would very much like to see something
time a whole reassessme nt is going on as 10
and still are to an extent, on public T. V.
similar done in this country, because the
Future
Possibilities
w hether public broadcasting should
and radio. The way the system was se t up,
kind of fundin g that is necessary to run a
continue to be at the mercy of government
I think it was inevitable that something like
0: What results or re.w lutions do you officials for its funding. The question now
really meaningful it.lternative in lhe public
this would happen . An examination of how
media would be opened up by the Engli sh think will be forthcoming to all the is whether the public media can ge t
the public networks operate will illustrate
news-related controversies we /rave substantial funds fro m other sources so
type of funding.
what I mean. Congress allocates funds for
O: You have alluded to the issue of discussed?
that it won't be as dependent on the
the Corporation of Public Broadcasting
government and so that it can maintain
who is to make the programming decisions
(CPB} who, in turn, disseminates thesi,
·0 ,, the public media. Who do you think
S: We have talked about four distin ct some voice as to th e programming which is
funds, as it sees fil , to either the Public
should make these decisions, the local issues in the present situation. These are a aired . It's hard to say if the people in
Broadcasting System (PBS is the T.V.
stations or the networks? I am particularly reporter's right to the confidentiality of public broadcasting are going to he
network) , National Public Radio (NPR), .
interested in your reaction .to the sources, the secrecy of information in successful but I would say that they ' ll be
and to a lesse r degree1 to the local public
Whitehead notion that local stations should government, 1hc general intimidation of able to preserve the status quo, that is,
stations. In the past, these three
do their own programming.
the press, and the reduc tion of funds for the level they have now (which is a
organizations have subm itted their requests
S: I believe that Clay Whitehead 's public bro adcas ting. As for the redu ction from tl1e past). Whether or not
for funding to CPB and the Corporation
justification for what amounts to a confidentiality of news sources. I think they can return to what I consider the
had divided up the funds as equitably as
disbarring of PBS {which may actually we're going to see stronger shield laws on a zenith of the public media , in the days of
possible.
occur) is that the local stations should do state-by-state basis, and as I indicated the Great American Dream Machine, ia
The programmers themselves •in PBS
their own programming because they are earlier, I really don't hold out much hope questionable. Even back then, .pubHc
and NPR made their own decisions as to
obviously more in touch with the local for any kind o[ signlHpant (ederal shield broadcastin& was not doing everything it
what would go on the ~ir. That 's how we community. In other words, Whitehead law. It is tougher to predict the future 9f was capable of doing becau,e of funding
got some of the phenomenally creative
said that while he was not oppooed to the controversy c011cerning the 1ecrecy of • limitations and they could have used more
things like the Great American Dream hard-hitting r;,w,, the news llhould not infbrrnation in .g overnment. The EUsberg lnAA!ey1t&lkl,evon•moie cna•IYe things.
MIICltbre.. The Corporati&i originally . was

Continued from Page 6
.
some group of habitual
lawbreak:~rs: confidence men,
moo~shmers , drug pushers,
prostitutes, gamblers, smugglers.
Going among them and earning
their trust , he finds out how they
work and why, and takes pictures
of their hands or backs or deeply
shadow.ed faces. He is asked not
to publish their names or
preferred manner of evading the
authorities, and does not. The
Mayor, tired of cofflplaints from
thousands of decent citizens
alarmed that the wicked nourish
in Centerville like the green bay
tree, rouses the D.A. from sleep
and asks him to get the grand jury
to subpoena the reporter.
3. Black Panthers hold regular
meetings to plan an action
program for the ghetto, antiwar
demonstrators contemplate a
march on Washington , students

barricade

themselves

in

the
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THE OPINION
The Secrecy Enigma

The Press Needs a Shield
Continued from Page Six ...
have listened to dozens qf witnesses. But
The problem is that the thru st of a free neither is very certain about the kind of
press so metimes cuts across 'anot her legislation that may eventuaUy emerge - if
gua rant ee d right : Fair trial. Grand juries. indeed any emerges al all.
In particular, there is a strong belief
prosec ut ers and defen se attorneys wou ld
all , from time lO time, li ke to ge t at the that a biJI that would give newsmen
person who tipped a repor ter about a "absolute" immunity has alm os t no chance
cr imin al situation ; or they woul~ like to of being written.
ge t at the reporter himself, or his
"I don' t believe Congress will pass an
no tebooks, to squeeze out whatever unqualified bill," Mr. Erv in said rece ntly.
helpful evidence he co uld contribut e.
Mr . Kastenm e ier is even more
·
And indeed that might on occasion pessimistic. Not only does he doubt the
help so rt out the truth in its juridical se nse . chances of an absolute bill, he says there is
But few things could be more ruinou s to a possibility that his subcommittee may
the press in its public informing fun ction; end up not writing any bill at all . That is
import ant so urces would quickly dry up , because of the difficulty in reconciling the
and edit ors and reporters would stay away differing views among subcommittee
from co nt roversial matt ers rather th an risk inembers, he said , and also beca use an
increasing number o f press groups are
beco ming agen ts o f the court syste m.
So. if the court says newsmen have no taking the attitude th at if the Congress
special right to refuse to answer questions cannot provide absol ute immunity that it is
on the witne ss stand .
better to have no law at all.
And prosecu tors and defense attorneys
There is also an awareness thal even if
and grand juries are increasingly insistent an absolute bill were to pass, it would
abo ut gett ing int o reporters' no tebooks.
probably be ve toed by President Nixon,
How are we going to keep the jails and there is doubt whe ther the necessary
fr om fi lling up?
two- third s vote could be mustered to
There are so me in the press who still override ii .
"While I'll try for an absolute bill," Mr.
deny that we need shield laws at all, as lo ng
as the Consti tution says what it seems to Kas len meier says, " I think something short
say. They're also nervous about casting any of it may emerge .. . and possibly no bill at
part o f their future we ll -being into the all. " ·
hand s of Congress.
I think personally that the press should
Vermo nt Royste r, editor of the Wall se ttle fo r a partial bill if th at's the best we
S tre et Joumal, is one such voice ~ can do . In mos t cases it would se rve the
basic needs o f newsmen. Some o f my
Coiumnist James Kilpa trick is ano ther.
But most of the American medi a have colleagues take a different view and wou ld
taken a more pragmatic view. They thin k prefer !lo law to a par tial one, pinning their
that until the Supreme Court gives us a hopes for a broader protection on further
little firm er Constitutional footing , we' ll efforts to persuade the Supreme Court to
take a Jes:, "crabbed" view of the First
need a protec tive law.
But what kind of a law? Th at's a Amendment.
I' d like to close o ut thi s topic with
question th at has Senator Sam J, Ervin , th e
leading congressional expert on such words that John S. Knight , one of the
things, tea ring draft after draft p ut of hi s se nior s achem s o f Am erican
typewriter an d pitching th·em in 10 the' new spaperd o'rn , wrote in th e Detroit Free
Press on March 25:
wastebasket .
"On March 22, U.S. Distric t Judge
An unqualified exc use fr om tes tifying
is sought by many, •if not mos t, in th e Charles R. Richey p revent ed President
N ixo n ' s re-elec tion committee from
press.
But some also believe th at newsmen do requiring reporters and officials of four
not need, and should no l have, such broad publications - the Washington Post , the
special status ; th ey also fear that if Washington Star-News , the New York
newsmen ever get such statu s, everyone Tim es and Time magazine - to testify and
who ge ts a subpoena will start claiming he's turn over notes , tapes, story draft s and
a newsman (and so long as yo u have access oth er doi.: um enl s concerning the Waterga te
10 a mimeograph machine , who ·s lo prove bugging case.
you wrong'!).
''Judge Richey said in part: 'This court
Th ere are 58 bills on this subject cannot blin d it se lf to the possible chillin g
pending in both houses, Some advocat e effec t th e enforcement of these subpoenas
absolute immunit y; some partial immunity. wou ld have on tl,le n ow of information to
Some d ef in e newsmen as on ly the press ·and , thus , to the public.'
newspa pe rmen working for established
"Yet the judge raised a cau tionary note
newspapers , o ther include broadcaste rs, that ' it may be that at some future date th e
authors and the underground press. parties· to th is case will be able to
Senator Erv in' s mos t recen t draft is one demonstrate that they are unab le to obtain
that he considers balanced : It would grant the same information fro m sources ot her
a newsman immunity from testifying as 10 than the movants, and th at they have a
his sources and confidential notes and compelling and overriding interes t in the
documents but would no t exempt him information thu s sought .' ,
"The decision therefore lacks finality,
from testifying about a crime committed in
sin ce Judge Richey said only th at he will
his presence.
require the journalists to testify or
not
It was to the question of balance th at
New Jersey Gov. William Cahill addresse d provide information at this time. He also
himself in late March when he vetoed an rejected the idea that journalists have an
absolu te privilege not to testify under the
" absolute " bill as going too far.
"While freedom of the press is one of First Amendment.
"We must be vigilant and completely
o ur mo st import a nt constitutional
pdn ciples," he said, "there are o ther very dedicated to preven ting all erosions of
well-accepted rights of our citizens which constitutional liberties.
"Journalists and press organiza tions
clearly come into conflict with thi s
may differ over the procedures by which
principle,"
.
,
(New Yo rk S tate , by the way , has a press and all other freedoms can be
shield law. It is " partial ," but still preserved.
" But there now appears · to be
substantial , in its coverage. The Buffalo
Evening Ne.ws received (our subpoena s sub stantial agreement 0iat the press must
during I 972 th at touched on potentially heed the distinguished Judge Harold
confidential matters; we used this state Medina's admonition; ' to fight like tigers
shield a co uple of times and ii did the job right down the line.'
uFor this is the way our free doms have
nicely.)
been preserved in the past, and ii is the
only way they can be preserved in the
What is the outlook in Congress?
Sen a tor Erv,in and his House future."
I wish I'd said that.
1.!ounterpart , Rep. Robert W. Kastenmeier,

Daniel Ellsberg is on trial for giving
away the Pentagon Papers when he had no
authorization to do so. But Mr. Ellsberg, in
his defense, makes. the point that the
papers should have been declassified long
before that anyway, so what's the big deal?
Les Whitten, o ne of columnist Jack
Anderson's legmen, was arrested in the
presence o f some papers that had bee n
stolen during the Indian uprising last
summer in Washington . The charges were
dropped soon thereafter, but exemplified a
new worry for the press. If a reporter ge ts
his hand s on a governmental document
before its forma l release or de classifica tion ,
does that make him a receiver of stolen
property?
If so, most of us are vulnerable ; my
own de sk at any given time is likely to
contain some such incrimination. And
there would also be many public servan ts or ''leaks," if yo u prefer - who could be
jailed for larceny or conspi racy.
President Nixon said two years ago,
when the Pentagon Papers case broke, that
he would order huge amounts of material
declassified. And indeed he ha s done so,
But there is so much of it that the job
may take forever. And there are probably
little gnomes still working feverishly in
every Washington office with rubber
stamps marked "Sec.rel" o r "Confidential "
What most of those stamps really mean is,
" Better Be Safe than Sorry." ·
Rep. John Mo ss rammed an
access-to-informa tio n bill through Congress
a few years ago in an attemp t to giVe
newsmen a better foot in the door in
dealing with federal agencies. And indeed it
has helped. But it's a little like sending a
boy with a pail to drain the oceans.
Newsmen are natural foes of secrecy.
We would like to max imize oper:i mee tings,
and o p e n r eco rd s, and public
accountability of public officials.
We hope the bench and bar grow
increasingly of th at mind also.

The Bad Taste
Probably every ' flewsnian in America
would ru sh to the barricades to defend
freedom of ex pression in its broad sense.
Censorship? Never!
Bui there 's one area that has us
in creasingly up a tree - and it's a tree wi th
dirty limbs (as you will soo n see, tha t is a
deliberate pun).
As the press struggles lo roll back, and
hold back the hazards to free expression,
the pornographers have had a field day.
They've come in like a bunch of squalid
squatters to se ize grea t chunk s of our
hard·won terrain. It's ironic - and it's also
embarrassing,
There are many in the press - and I
wou ld be among them - who hope the
Supreme Court can find a fo rmula to have
the best withou t also givin g free rein to the
worst.
·
C

I

And in Conclusion ...
I am no l as conce rned as many other
newsmen about politicians in high places
mumbling nasty things about the press.
I'm not even stewing - yet - about'
them making sugge stions about how we
might improve our performance.
T}le critics must always stand ready to
be criticized. And these days that's very
true of the press - people need to watch us
carefully , because we ' re important to
them.
I have a theory that the press is vigilant
eno ugh , and strong enough. to weather
through in good shape if the critics try to
translate their frowns into suppressive
action.
I think we could . fight th at ballle
pretty much by ourselves ..
But if we nee d help , I hope we can call
on our friends in· the law.

Elwood Wardlow is a Managing Editor
of the Buffalo E!v~ning New& An inten>iew
with the Executive Editor of the Buffalo
Courier-Express appears on p;,ge 7 of this
issue.
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Court Threatens
Reporter's Sources
Continued from page 9
U.S . 53 (1957]). But this assume s that the
press and prosecutor both want the same
thing , to drag malefactors before the public
gaze . (Newspapers h ave sometimes.
unfor tun ate ly, contributed to this
assumption by behaving as if they were
instruments of public vengeance.) Actually,
they are after different things. The D.A.
wan ts evidence; the reporter , at least the
good one, wants a view of the texture of
social life, a different picture of persons
and processes than one gets from custodial
interrogation or cross-examination. Quite
often the reporter is not looking for
indictable misconduct at all ; and wants a
shie ld to protect him less against
revelations of bad acts than to. preserve a
flow o f co nfidences some of which may
late r turn out to be relevant evidence of
bad acts.

A Shield to Preserve the Flow of Truth
This, I think , is the basic case for a
new sman's privilege: the nee d tn protect
sou rces of information about possible
mi s d ee d s that flow to unofficial,
independent organs without the job of
either justifying or suppre ssing such
misdeeds. lt is no answer th at newsmen are
not likely often to be summoned to
disclose sources. lt happens, and every time
it does it dries up some actual and many
prospective sources for good. Anyway , if it
hardly ever happens, all the more reason
for not making a fuss about opposing a
privilege. Nor is it _an answer that the
bundles of truncated wire-service storie s,
obituaries and bargain-of-the•week ads that
pass for newspapers in· most communities
hardly justify the anthems recently raise d
on behalf of the press. There is enough
good reporting around that deserves the
shield.
If there is a shield, should it be federal,
or left to the states? Both. A federal.shie ld,
to be effective , ought to apply-to the state s
as well as to the federal government; but
Congress ought to be especially careful not
lo pre-empt any possibly stronger state
legislation in the field. Congress will have
to act lo change Rule SO I of th'e proposed
Federal Rules of Evidence, adop ted by the
Supreme Cour t and now awaiting
Congressional approval; the rule excludes
alJ privileges, including a newsman's , but a
few in federal courts and se ts a nasty little
trap in cases where state law furnishes the
rule of decision. Where the state has
enacted a newsman 's privilege, it might be
held that Erie R ,R. , . Tompkins , 304 U.S.
64 ( I 938) forbids the Rules lo wipe out
this kind o f state-created right in federal
trials, but it might not.

An Absolute Shield
If there is a shield, should it be
absolute or qualified? This issue is
hideously complex, but I think the answer
should be : absolute. A qualified privilege is
probably of little use to the reporter called
to testify before the grand jury. In the
Caldwell case itself, the Court of Appeals
for the 9th Circuit held that the grand jury
could compel Mr. Caldwell to produce his
notes of in terviews with the Black Panthers
only if the- governme nt could show a
compelling need for them. 434 F. 2d I 081
(9th Cir. I970). This saved Mr. Caldwell,
temporarily , from jail but did not
satisfactorily meet the problem . As the
Supreme Court, reversing, pointed out, you
can'I tell a grand jury that ii has to show
the relevance of the repo rter's testimony to
the commi ssion of a crime, the identity of
the perpetrators, or to establish that this
evide nce cannot be got by o ther mean s,
when the grand jury's very purpose is to
fish aropnd trying to find out whether a
crirQe has been committed , if so by whom ,
and what the available evidence is. 92 S.Ct.
at 2266. The "compelling need" test must
therefore be either practically meaningless
or a euphemism for an absolute privilege;
and there 's no telling which way the courts
would treat it. The last thing reporters
need Is such a highly unstable privilege ; as
many have already pointed out, they are
better off without any privilege than with
one that gives the illusion of protection
without the reality.

Continued on page 5
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Turn of the Screw
by Ian DeWaal
. A joint degree program between the Faculty of Law and
Junsprud~nce_ and the Program for Urban and Policy Sciences at the
State Umvers1ty_ at Stony Brook will be initiated this fall . The four
year program will lead to degrees in public policy (M .S. awarded.after
the third year) and I_aw (J.D. awarded after the fourth year).
The first, thud and fourth years will be spent al the State
University at Buffalo pursuing the J.D. degree requirements as well as
researching a law and public policy . project in the t~ird year. The
seco nd year wilJ be spent at Stony Brook in the first year core
curriculum of the Urban and Policy Sciences program. During summer
after the second year, participants will complete an internship in a
public agency or community organization.
A limited nu~b_er of_fellowships will be available to participants
in the program. Additional information may be obtained by contacting
Mr. Wallin on the 11th floor of the Prudential Building.
The program for 127th comme ncement exercises to be held on
Saturday , June 2, has been comp leted. The exercise will feature guest
speaker Herma Hill Kay , Professor of Law at the University of
California at Berkeley, who will de l~ver the commencement address.
Professor Kay received her B.A . from Southern Methodist University
and her J.D. from the University of Chicago.
·
Ms. Kay was a member of the Chicago Law Review. She has
served as Executive Director, Family Law Project, U.S. Department of
H.E.W.; Fellow, Center for Advanced Study in Behavioral Sciences and
Law Clerk, Chief Justice Traynor, California Supreme Court.
She has also served on Governor Brown's "Committee on the
Fam ily"' and was a Reporter, National Conference of Commissioners
on Uniform State Laws. Her special fields of interest are "Conflict of
Laws;" "Dome~tic Relations" and "Women and the Law ."
The Commencemen t will additionally feature remarks by
Prqyost Richard D. Schwartz and the Honorable M. Dolores Denman,
President of the Law Alumni Association.

Information on dormitory housing for next year is now availab le
on the 11th 'fl oor of Prudential. For those students who prefer living
off campus, bus schedules and routes to the new building have not yet
been decided. Currently , definite plans have been made only for bus
service between the Main Street campus and the dormitories on the
new campus. For those living in the Buffalo State area, there is a bus
leaving from 1807 Elmwood Avenue to the Main Campus, hourly ,
twenty minutes after the hour between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. on
weekdays.
The Dean's office often receives offers of special interest
scholarships. One of these programs is being sponsored by the Mercer
Coun ty Bar Association. If anyone in the school is from Mercer
County , New Jersey , applicatioris for ;ch ,tarsh.ips and loans may be
obtained by writing to Richard M. Kohn, Esq. , 28 West Stale Street,
Trenton, New Jersey 18608. The amount ava ilable to each individual
ranges from $300 to $900 annually.

Sports Huddle
by Douglas G. Roberts

b) Dolph Shayes

With Spring fever rearing its ugly head , thoughts 6. This man holds the record for the highest number
invariably turn away from the trivial irrelevancies of of sanctioned 300 games in bowling.
the law to a far more engrossing and
a) Elvin Mesger
c) Billy Welu
thought-provoking area - namely , mind-bending,
b) Don Carter
d) Mike Stachowski
brain-splitting sports questions.
In the exam which follows, the following 7. He holds the record for the longest punt.
yardsticks have been provided :
a) Doak Walker
d) Byron "Whizze r" White
A score of 0-3 qualifies the student as a genius.
b) Don Cockrort
e) Vinny Tracy
A score of 4-S rates superior.
c) Steve O'Neal
A score of 6-7 indicates that the exam inee had
better reasses his values.
8. Comeback of the year ( 1972- 1973).
A score of 8-9 ranks the quizee as a person in
a) Bobby Tolan
c) Carlos May
need of custodial supervision.
b) Al Downing
d) Lou Del Cotto
A perfect score of 10 results in automa tic
expulsion from law scho~I.
9. This basketball superstar holds the record for
most assists in one game .
c) Oscar Robert son
I . He is the world's. tallest male basketball player.
a) Bob Cousy
d) Doug Roberts
a) Kareem Abdul Jabbar
b) Fred Hilton
b) Swede Holbrook
10. Coach of the year.
c) Cheech Letro
d) Vasily Akhtayev
a) Al Snyder
b) Boom Boom Solomon d) Mark Finkelstein
e) None of the above
c) Jack Ramsey
2. Ballplayer who caught the highesi fly ball (i.e.
height of the catch).
a)Wally Moon
c) Joe Sprinz
b) Bob Portnoy
d) Wayne Terwilliger ANSWERS
• ·01
6S61 ,\1enJqa,::1 's:i!J1a;:, uo1sog ~1!"" St: 'e '6
3. Most free passes issued in one season.
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a) Ryne Duren
c) Mitchell Franklin
696 i 'S pJC•86' 0 ·L
b) Warren Spah n
d) Bob Feller
n·e ·9
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4. M0st consecutive basketball points scored without
missing.
S(BUOJIEN
a) Wilt Chamberlain
c) Larry Costello
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b) Oscar Robertson
d) Charlie Pilato
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5. Most foul shots made in one season.
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a) Bill Sharman
c) George Mikan
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trip to the Sunshine State °in the
coming week.
Ou r te~ms won 't be there for all
the fun and games and orange juice.
All contests arc qualified - count
'em on the schedu le - NCAA
sa nctioned intramural games. Also
the players wi ll be working to
further prepare themselves for the I 0

The final day for dropping classes is April 23. Also, students may
now register for summer school sessions on the I I th floor of
Prudential.

game season.

Since the final issue of the Opinion will be a special picture issue,
this will be the last column of "The Turn of the Screw" this year. If
anyone needs information on financial aids or student affairs, matters,
I am at the 11th lioor of Prudential, Wednesdays 9:00- 11 :00 and
Thursdays 11 :30- 2:00. Also, please feel free to call me any time at
838-4576. If I'm not home, please leave your name and phone
number.

~ ~ ~ t M o ~ ~ o ~ ; ~ea; ! ? i h ~c : ! e s s ~ : ~':.~n?er
composed of oralists Lance Mark and
David Schubel, narrowly missed top
honors at the Eastern Regional
Competition of the Philip C. Jessup
Int ernationa l Moot Court
Competition held at Syracuse
University on March 30 and 31 .
Th
·
I
ft '
was
_e dregiona comdpe , b,on basis
orgam ze on a roun ro m
among law_ schools from New York,
Pennsylvania and Oh10: Buffalo a nd
Syracuse ended up with the same
won-loss record. Ho_wever, by th e
com_p lex cross-matrix . mea_ns of
scoring_ the competition, it was
determtned that Syracuse edged _out
Buffalo by a small number of pmnts.
Unfortunately , the team was
fo rced to settle for runn er-up status
in the Best Oralist category as well.
Lance Mark, captain of our tea~,
was name d to second place honors '"
this area. It is very unusual to name
the runner-up in this category,_ but
the organizers of the _compet1t1on

d) Al Katz

and Mr. Mark merited recognition of
Mr. Mark's efforts. _
The compet1l!on among the
schools was very keen, bu_t the real
conteit was between Buffalo and
Syracuse. The Judges . of th e
competition were very 'n:'pressed
with the quality of Buffalo s effort
in light of th e. fact that the team was
fielded by the Moot Cou rt Board
rather than the International Law
Society as were the other schools.
The fac tual situation of the
problem argued is that of the current
controversy b~tween Grea t Britain
and
Ice land concerni ng their
respective fishing rights. Iceland
claims that her less developed status
affords her greater rights than that of
Britain.
Assisting Mr. Mark and Mr.
Scliubel in preparation for the
competition were Jesse Baker, Tim .
Toohey , Gary Schmitt and Joe
Burden.

·•or course

Fla. 1st Stop
for "Law"
·

by Skip Hunter

UB Law's IM softball teams went
to F lorida during the semester break
last year to play a few games in
preparation for the season's strong
IM competition. The Shysters came
back 4-5 and went on to the
Unive rsity IM World Seri es at
Omaha, Nebraska, as the nation 's
third-ranked IM squad. No-Fault
played an impressive schedu le and
remained undefeated throughout,
gaining its fifth unprecedented World
thereby
Se ri es c hampionship
becoming once again the nation 's
Number One IM team.
The Shysters and No-Fault may
not repeat the same feat again this
season but they 're going to try by
starting the season off right with ~

we want to win these

ga mes in F lorida," No-Fau lt coach
Mike Paskowitz said, " but our main
purposes are to ge t our kids in shape
and to get some games under our
belt. The trip ;,;creases morale and
brings the team closer toge ther."
That 's quite -a chore, considering
that both Paskowitz and Shyster
coach Pete Ruppar have 50 players
each to choose from.
" Of course it's very difficult to
pick 15 players," Ruppar said. The
teams will carry 11 players during
't he season and Ruppar ho pes to have
;JnOther 12-man IM J .V. squad.
At press time, the wa y the team
ros ters shape up are as follows:
THE SHYSTERS - Harry Hersh,
Bob Sichel, W. Taylor, N. Wong, Jr.,
J . Levi , Joe Gerke n, Pete Ruppar,
J.J . Freeman , J . Solomon , T .
Mullaney , Brian Miga, and this
reporter.
NO- FAULT Bob Doren, Al
Costan zo, Jim Augustyanski, A.
He rd zik, S. Slesinger, Gerry Schultz,
Mike Darmen, M. Paskowitz, R.
Tobe. J . Levine, Jack Finnerty and
Earl Carrel.
" Our main purpose is to get the
team in shape," Paskowitz said. That
F lorida sunshine is a good way to
start.
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which are directly attributable to the Jaw school
much more extensive student aid.
admini stration are worthy of mention . In the three
Thi s problem m ig ht be
Cmllinued from page 3
years I have spent at Eagle Street, the examination
amelio rated somewhat if we could
by Earl Canel
procedure has changed three times. My personal
reviewing exist ing programs, and secure additional staff to work
It is always nice to have 20/20 vi sion. Having feeling is that the anonymous grading system is a
cx pe rimc n1al efforts such as th'e with man y of our devoted alumni
be
grea
t,
but
alm
ost
everyone
waste
of student, faculty, administrative i md
20/20
foresight
wou
ld
clinics. A sligh tly revised first-year who are also conce rned about this
has 20/20 hindsight. Obviously , I don 't have 20/20 sec retarial time and should be scrapped . We all know
curriculum pl an will be consi dered problem. We are plased to no re,
vision, because I wear glasses and I don 't have 20/20 who we are and despite what I have said before, I
by the Faculty at its April however, that the law school will
meeting. The firsr -year faculty be the beneficiary of a substantial foresight , because I am writing this column. It ~s still have enough trust in the academic integrity of
have been very conce rned about gift to the Universtiy, some of with my excellen t hindsight that 'I look a t ti-re three the maj or ity of the faculty to beµe.ve they would
grade solely on the basis of what is writte n. I ask the
the lega l writing aspec ts of the which funds will be availab le for a years I have spent in law schoo l.
1 might very easily ·say that if I had lo do it all 11th floor ta give me a straight answer, not through
sc h o I a r p rograrn ••
firs t year and we are attempting • • 1o·p
over
again
I
wouldn't
have
gone
to
law
school.
I
a nunky, justifying the anonymous grading system.
lo strengthen the legal writing comparab le to the Roo t-Tilden
wo n't say tha t, because in three years I have learned
Another system which 'has changed three time s.
progra m on an interim basis for program at NYU, although on a
1973-4. We hope to have an even somewha t smaller scale. We would a Jo i. Un fort unately, I have not lea rned how to be a in three years is the grading il self. The culmin ation
lawyer. 1 alway s thought the reason for going to law of this farce was having Associat e Judge o( the Court
more substantial wri ting program note , in this~ regard , that we do
not fee l th at a purpose of such a school was to learn how to become a lawyer , but of Appeals Adrian P. Burke write us in December,
ava il ab le in subsequent yea rs.
afte r three years I now know th is is a lie, a 197 1, no t only to ask what the hell was going on,·
Student Body - The Faculty program is to ove rcome ..,he
expec ts lo adm it approxima tely somewhat defensive atti tude of fabrica tio n, and a treacherous myth perpetrated bllt to ask for an·explanatiofl of the grading syste m
so our gradu ates could take the Bar Exam without
300 first yea r st udents in the studen ts as to rheir ab ilities." upon the foo lish.
Undoubtedly this atti tude will 'pe rvade the res t having to petition. The ridiculous HD , H, Q, D, F
Se ptember 1973. We anticipate We believe th at we already have
th a t ad mi ssions will remain at th at an o utstanding fac ulty and
of my writing , but st ill , I wiJI try to b.e as objective system should be elimin ated and a more sensible
level 1h ereaf 1er . That
is student body.
as possible. I came to law school for three basic system of straight pass/fail o r A, 8 , C, D, F should
c()nt ingen t, however , 1 on our Facilities - We conc ur with the
reasons. My parents wanted me to be a lawye r, I had be instituted. Everyone should then be able to
receivi ng addi tiona l faculty to team's appraisal of our new
nothing bette r to do at the time , and in the back or understand our grading.
work with the larger student building and thei r praise of my mind , I thought I might like to practice law
An even better record of change than three for
body. The admissio ns program for Professor Wade J. Newhou se. Our someday. Now, my parents still want me to be a three is the curriculum which has been changed four
1973 is no1 ye t complete. new locat ion will grea tl y improve lawye r, I still have nothing better to do, and times in fo ur years and there are rumors of another
Appli cati ons have remained al the rhe quality or living in our schoo l.
although I still may want to prac tice law some day , I pending change for this coming fall . If this school is
sa me high leve ls as in recent years. Conclusi~ns · The tea m's find the idea very distasteful. I am very firmly ever. to attain a national stature , incoming students
We expec t that 1he Class of 1975 "se ri ous question" rega rding the convinced that there are many things a person can as well as present students should know what they
wi ll be ve ry strong acade mica lly, fu1ure o f this school related only do with a law degree besides be a lawyer. However, will have to take, when they will have to-take it and
and wi ll include approximately 10 ir s co nce rn rhat the University just try lo tell some of your fellow students this.
how many credits they will need to graduate. All
the same proportions of minority proper might no r provide th e
As far as learning goes, I have learned about the that is neede d here is some stability.
and women student s as in the last suppor t necessary to our achievin g law. I have learned the word is not synonomous with
I could go on and on with examples like these,
two years. II appears rhat rhe rhe poten tial fou nd by the visiting j ustice or fairness. I have: learned of the twisting, but it is unnecessary. I will , howeve r, just mention
upstate-downstate ba lance in the team. We believe that such turning, tumultuous paths wh ich the law fo llows. two more things. The first is placement. We cannot
first-yea r class will also be suppo rl will be fo rthcoming.
Most importantly, however, I have learned to exist with a part.time placeme nt officer who is not a
app roxima lely the sa me as ar • We arc mo st grateful to th e question what people tell me. Not just the writings law graduate. That type of person ca nrl ot even get in
visi ting 1eam and the cou nse l on
present.
o f men and women or whom nobody has ever heard , to talk with a maj or firm , let alo ne convince them to
The fi nancial aid situ at ion will the Section or L'egal Ed uca rron of but the deeds and promises of those persons wit h recruit here . This law school needs a full-time ,
probab ly de1eriora1e so mewha t in the ABA for their high praise or wh om we have to deal in every day life. In o ther law•trained placement office r who would be
1he comi ng yea r as a result of our cu rrent position and 1heir ;wo rd s, law school has taught me to dist rust.
dedicated to the task of helping gradu a tes and
cut backs in federa l aid . The Law op timi stic out look for ou 1 fu tu re,
My naivete has slipped away to the point where stude nts find jobs where they could use their legal
School has no significa nt se paral e and we. believe lh at the facu lt y
I can not believe any promise made by a university ed ucat ion to it s full es t advan tage , not only as
end owme nt and no rea l prospects and stu den ts of thi s law schoo l official until I see it in action or effect. Certainly lawyers, but as administrators, teache rs, and
fo r rai sing rh c kinds of funds thal will in fact, justi fy the op timi sm
the re are a number of fa culty and ad mini strators businesspeople.
wo uld be req uired to provide expre ssed by th e vi siling ream.
The second area of my co ncern is student
here who are hones t, hardworking, truth ful and
willing to give a slu den t or colleague an even break, adv isement. Most students have little knowledge o f
but they are so oulnumbe red by the bullshit ar tistS what they should take or even want to take. If you
'
.
and incompetents that they either give up , go into divide up the number of studen ts,among the fac ulty
Seniors Yvonne Lewis and Linda Cleve land have been named to hiberna ti on or join with the majo rity of ph onies and yo u would have an adviseme nt load of
rece ive Reginald Heber Sm ith Comm uni ty Lawyer Fe llowShi ps. These fakers. It is time for the Jaw school to purge it se lf of approximate ly 17 studen ts per fa culty ne mbe1 I
fe ll owshi ps co nsist of stipe nd s of $ I 0 ,500 for one year, paid to th e 1hese nonessential bodies and make like Diogenes in trust' it is not too much to ask ·or a law professor to
recipient while he or she is affiliated with a loca l Lega l Services office . the sea rch for hones ty and truth . We have to ask take some tlme to help a stude nt figure o ut what he
In itially funded by tht! OEO Office of Lega l Services in 1967, ourselves the q uestion of wha t is more importan t, should do with the three years he has spent in law
the award is offered 10 recent law school grad uates and you ng teaching and learning or play ing the law school ga me school.
all orncys 10 serve al one of th e more than 265 OEO offices through of se lf.serv ing pape r shu fni ng, talking in ridd les and
I know I am bitter toward law school, but I
the U.S. Of th e · 1600 applica nts interviewed thi s year across the inaction. If the S ta te University . o f New York at think I know why . I also realize that my own
nation , I 50 were chosen to receive th e fellowships. Approximately Buffalo Faculty of Law and Jurisprudence is to bitching afld moaning will have no effect on ' the
twe lve applicants were ·int erv iewed here.
become one of the top law schoo ls in th e cou ntry st ru ct ure of this school unless people agree with me.
And so my retrospective end s with j ust one other
The program was sel up to sec ure repre se nt a tio n for the poo r, the answer is obvious.
Some examp les of bureaucra tic pettifogging thought. What the hell does jurisp rudence mean?
advice for com munity groups. and assi st ance in the economic and
soci al development o f poor com munities. Not more than 25% of a
NEWSMEN'S PRIVILEGE
recipien 1's time du rin g the yea r may be spe nt on tes t cases for the poor
CONFERENCE
- emphasis is to be on lega l reform work .
ATTICA DEFENSE LEAGUE TO
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